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Executive summary
International scholarship schemes for higher education are widely supported by governments, supranational
bodies, and charitable organisations as part of both public diplomacy and developmental assistance
commitments. Although the objectives of many scholarship schemes have evolved over the period of their
administration, commitment to scholarships remains strong. Renewed investment by national governments
and new investment by charitable foundations enable thousands worldwide to study outside of their home
country each year.
Increasingly scholarship providers have invested time and resources into the evaluation of scheme
outcomes, tracing alumni and examining how their experiences post-scholarship reflect progress toward the
policy objectives of scholarship programmes. Despite the elevated importance of evaluation practices to both
understanding outcomes and securing renewed funding, surprisingly little analysis has been conducted of
evaluation practices currently employed across the scholarships ‘sector’.
This scoping study was undertaken by the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the United Kingdom
(CSC) in an attempt to identify the main trends and ambiguities in evaluation approaches and to analyse
where different, or more detailed, methodology might lead to more robust evaluation. Reports and papers
published by scholarship providers and evaluators in the governmental, non-governmental, and academic
sectors were collated, supplemented by direct correspondence where required. Approximately 65 evaluation
documents were reviewed. Four aspects of the documentation were analysed: methodology, methods,
variables, and data analysis. Three thematic issues – counterfactuals, value for money, and aid
harmonisation – were also considered.
In addition to descriptive findings, the scoping study offers more speculative conclusions regarding the
ambiguities in the sector that might be addressed in order to strengthen evaluation methodology. Although
some reference is made to research literature on evaluation methodology, this study has been designed to
address current – not ‘best’ – practice. The results of the scoping study are thus intended to offer both an
insight into the general trends in evaluation methodology within the sector and provide an opportunity for
dialogue and cooperation going forward.
The main findings of the study are summarised below.

Research design
Methodology


Methodology is not widely discussed within the sector, with most reporting of research design focused at
the methods level.



Almost all evaluations are ex-post: there are few examples of designed longitudinal evaluation having
been undertaken. In many cases evaluations appear to be ‘catching up’ with previous years of
scholarship administration during which concurrent evaluation was not conducted.



Kirkpatrick’s model for evaluation is the most frequently cited extant methodological framework, although
it is used only within a small proportion of research reports. Contribution analysis has also received
limited attention as a methodological approach, but as yet has not been widely reported within
scholarship evaluation.

Methods


Mixed-methods are prevalent: fewer than five evaluations reported solely quantitative or solely qualitative
approaches.



Surveys are the dominant tool for data collection, often administered as part of tracer studies and
involving open-ended questions on post-scholarship employment and Likert-style questions on the
benefits of the scholarship



Interviews are also widely used, most usually with alumni in-country, but also not infrequently with other
stakeholders, such as government officials, scholarship administrators, and employers.

Variables


VI

Almost all evaluation is concerned with similar topics: socio-demographics of candidates, scholarship
process and satisfaction, return to home country, change in personal competencies, employment

trajectory post-scholarship, contribution post-scholarship to sector / profession / community / country,
and links to donor countries.


The OECD DAC’s criteria for evaluating developmental assistance are used within several reports, but
not widely across the sector. The DAC criteria focus at a more abstract / macro-level than much
(particularly tracer) evaluation and thus usually require further operationalising before being a useful
framework for structuring data collection.

Data analysis


Both qualitative and quantitative data are analysed within the sector, but reporting of data analysis
procedures is often vague. Approaches to analysing qualitative data, in particular, are rarely reported in
sufficient detail, raising concerns that some elements of evaluations are based on anecdote rather than
rigorous analysis.



Most quantitative analysis is descriptive and this is often sufficient to give an overview of evaluation
findings. Inferential statistics are less widely used, although there are examples of detailed statistical
approaches to data analysis which have added value to evaluation findings.



Lack of baseline data has been raised frequently as a concern with evaluation. Several studies have
struggled to reconstruct baseline data effectively from retrospective measures and many studies have no
baseline data at all. Robust monitoring and data management systems are required to facilitate longterm data collection and storage for the purposes of baseline to post-scholarship comparison, and in
some cases these systems have been developed only relatively recently

Thematic issues
Counterfactuals


Conditional counterfactuals have been addressed in a small subset of evaluation studies, examining
alternative outcomes had a scholarship award not been received. Between-intervention type
counterfactuals, examining scholarship outcomes in contrast to alternative programmes aimed at similar
objectives, have not been widely discussed or investigated.



There are several examples of comparative designs that have provided detailed counterfactual evidence,
most usually contrasting scholarship recipients to a comparison group of non-selected finalists in the
scholarship selection process.



The cost and time investment in developing effective counterfactuals has been noted as a significant
barrier, alongside the difficulty in reconstructing credible counterfactual data without a longitudinal
comparison group.

Value for money


Analysis of financial conduct within scholarship programmes is commonplace, most usually involving
examination of budget administration efficiency. Some of these analyses have raised interesting issues
for scholarships more broadly, such as the effect of disbursement schedules on accessing other sources
of funding.



Comparative value for money analysis, such as Cost-Benefit Analysis or Social Return on Investment,
does not appear to have been widely conducted. Only one detailed value for money analysis was
reported, based on a retrospective reconstruction of a baseline against which ‘gains’ (and thus value)
could be established.

Harmonisation


Discussion of aid harmonisation is very limited within evaluation reports. Commentaries that are
available tend to reflect negatively on the harmonisation situation within countries, although there is
evidence of greater harmonisation within the Pacific region.



Synergy and interference effects between schemes that operate in the same geographical regions and /
or target the same audiences are unexplored, but meta-analysis of these facets of scholarship impact
would likely be very insightful.

VII

VIII

1. Introduction
International scholarships schemes for higher education have an extensive history as tools of political
engagement and overseas development assistance. Many countries have longstanding traditions of funding
scholars to undertake protracted periods of academic study within their borders, and increasingly nongovernmental organisations have funded large-scale scholarship schemes as part of their poverty alleviation
endeavours. Recent events – such as the $500 million investment by MasterCard Foundation in a new
scholarship programme and the trebling of the UK government investment in Chevening scholarships –
indicate that confidence in scholarships as vehicles for developmental change and political influence is high.
Alongside the significant investment in scholarship schemes made by governments and NGOs has come an
on-going engagement with evaluation. The face of evaluation has undoubtedly changed dramatically since
the inception of older scholarship schemes (e.g. the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan in
1959); increasingly it is not sufficient to justify funding ex-ante, but necessary also to show the impacts of
scholarship funding ex-post. An array of evaluation practices have evolved, administered both by scholarship
providers and externally commissioned consultants.
Despite continued investment in scholarship schemes, analysis of the methodological approaches deployed
to assess their impact has been relatively limited. The merits and demerits of particular research strategies
used in scholarship evaluation have been examined primarily at the level of individual providers and rarely
reviewed more comprehensively. The dialogue on evaluation issues has been stimulated by events such as
the London International Development Centre’s conference on ‘Measuring impact of higher education for
development’ (19-20 May 2012), but the field yet lacks detailed international comparison of evaluation
approaches.
It is into this space that the current scoping study is designed to enter, analysing trends in the practices of
evaluators across a global community of international scholarship providers. In conducting the study the
Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the United Kingdom (CSC) has sought to interrogate evaluation
practice with a view to understanding and learning from the experiences of colleagues. We now share our
findings in the hope that colleagues across the sector may also discover useful insights and be moved to
continue a vigorous international dialogue on how best to understand the impacts of international
scholarships schemes for higher education.

Outline of the study
The scoping study has been designed with two main aims:
1. To identify trends in research practices and strategies used in the evaluation of international
scholarships for higher education
2. To identify omissions, uncertainties, and ambiguities in current methodological approaches
To this end the study has involved locating and analysing evaluation reports and other documentation
published by providers of (and commentators on) international scholarship schemes for higher education.
The study has examined evaluation research produced by scholarship schemes funded and administered
through governmental bodies, funded through government but administered elsewhere (e.g. through NGOs),
and funded and administered through NGOs, foundations, and supranational bodies (e.g. the European
Union). Corporate and private sector scholarships have not been included in the study. The majority of
evaluation documents gathered relate to schemes funded by OECD countries, although this is a reflection of
the background of donors for whom evaluation documentation is available rather than a criterion applied to
the study.
The focus of the scoping study has been on ‘inbound’ funding for applicants to study either in donor
countries or other countries generally, the latter in cases where scholarships were funded by non-national
entities (e.g. The Ford Foundation). ‘Outbound’ funding by national governments for their citizens to study
1
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abroad, such as Science Without Borders in Brazil , has not been considered as part of the scoping study .
Additionally, the study has prioritised evaluation documents relating to scholarship schemes that fully fund
recipients. Although selection on this issue has been loose, the general rule has been that if the scholarship
did not provide for full tuition fees, travel, and living costs then it would not be considered as part of the
scoping study. Part-funding for study (for instance Scotland’s Saltire Scholarships) was not included. Finally,
1
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An analysis of outbound scholarships has recently been provided by the British Council and DAAD (2014)
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scholarships for professional development that did not yield academic qualifications (e.g. PhD: Master’s
degree) – such as military exchange programmes (e.g. Atkinson, 2010) - were not considered as part of the
study, except where they were evaluated alongside other scholarship schemes that did yield academic
qualifications.
International scholarship schemes for higher education are delivered with a variety of stated aims, but can
usefully be considered within the two broad categories of international development scholarships and public
3
diplomacy / soft power scholarships . International development-oriented scholarships have humanitarian
goals and are frequently funded through, and delivered by, government departments involved with overseas
developmental assistance (e.g. USAID). Public diplomacy-oriented scholarships focus on political goals,
such as creating persistent bilateral relations and garnering positive sentiment toward donor countries, and
are frequently funded through foreign affairs or state departments. Both forms of scholarship are included in
the scoping study, however, and following our interest at the CSC, international development-oriented
scholarships are the main focus of the analysis. Scholarships often embody both development and public
diplomacy goals to some extent and so it is expected that many of the observations and conclusions relevant
to one will be relevant to both.
The search for evaluation documentation has not been exhaustive. There are, for instance, numerous other
(particularly smaller) scholarship schemes that fit all of the general criteria used to structure the scoping
study and which could have been included. However, as the aim of the study has been to identify trends, and
given the difficulty in accessing evaluation research from smaller schemes (where such documentation
exists), there has not been an effort to make the review an exhaustive analysis of all evaluation practice.
A comprehensive list of evaluation documents reviewed and personal correspondence held within the ambit
of the scoping study can be found in appendices 1 and 2.

Structure of this report
Evaluation documents collected have been reviewed by the author and subsequently trends within research
methodology identified and outlined. Omissions and ambiguities, where evident, have also been described.
The report is split into five chapters:


Methodologies



Methods



Variables and indicators



Data analysis



Thematic issues

The initial four chapters each correspond to an area of research design, progressing from the conceptual
framework underpinning evaluation to the strategies used to make sense of data collected.
In the thematic issues chapter, several additional topics are examined: the counterfactual, value for money,
and aid harmonisation. The scoping study has been conducted with the intention to comment on these
thematic issues as they are of particular interest to researchers and policymakers involved in international
scholarship programmes.

Other parameters
The scoping study has been bounded in several additional ways.
Firstly, this study is primarily an analysis of published evaluation documents. Whilst some correspondence
with researchers to discuss their experiences in evaluation has been a valuable part of the process, the
corpus of evidence for the analysis presented has been evaluation reports, updates, journal articles, and, in
some cases, books and strategy papers. The study is therefore mainly an analysis of what evaluators are
writing about evaluation, not what they are thinking about evaluation.
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For a more comprehensive attempt at a typology of international scholarship schemes see Perna et al. (2014) or, on
postgraduate scholarships specifically, Boeren et al. (2008)
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Secondly, this study is neither a review of the merits and demerits of specific scholarship programmes or of
scholarship programmes generally. It is not the purpose of this study to address the value of tertiary
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education scholarships or the impact of such scholarships on international development . Rather, the
purpose of the study is to examine how such issues have been evaluated, with a focus on research
methodology rather than the substantive content of evaluation findings.
Similarly, it is important to make clear from the outset that in writing this paper no assumption has been
made that more sophisticated research methodology, greater funding for evaluation, or any specific strategy
for evaluation inevitably leads to better policymaking. The policy-evaluation interface within scholarship
programmes is beyond the purview of the current work and is only noted in circumstances where frameworks
have been specifically designed to facilitate dialogue between scholarship policy and evaluation evidence.
The translation of evaluation results into policy change is not reviewed within the current study and, whilst
the basic assumption is that rigorous and detailed evaluation data will benefit policymaking, it is not
necessarily the case that lengthier, more costly, and more detailed evaluation automatically equals better
programme policy.
Finally, although methodological texts produced by academic researchers, NGOs, and governmental
institutes have been consulted as part of the study, they are used to contextualise and inform analysis of
evaluation research rather than to establish what should be done. The scoping study is a review of the ‘state
of the actual’, not the ‘state of the art’, and as such is concerned with trends and ambiguities more than with
best practice.

Useful definitions
The term ‘sector’ is used in this paper as shorthand for the domain in which international scholarships for
higher education, including their various stakeholders, operate. It is not used in an attempt to situate all
scholarships within the same conceptual space (the public sector, the charity sector, etc.), given their varied
interests and funding arrangements, but merely a way of allowing straightforward reference to the topic of
the document.
It may also be helpful to distinguish between two types of reviews, both included in the scoping study but
which are somewhat different in their aims and scope. Impact and outcomes evaluations examine the
substantive results of the scholarship scheme, often at the level of an alumni cohort or specific country and
with reference to the aims of the scholarship scheme. Policy and administrative reviews examine the
management of scholarship schemes and their relative merit in national policy frameworks. The triennial
review of the Marshall Aid Commemoration Commission (administrators of Marshall Scholarships) by the UK
Foreign and Commonwealth office (2013) would fall into the latter category, whereas Nuffic’s (2009) tracer
study of the Netherlands Fellowship Programme would be better considered an impact and outcome
evaluation. In practice most evaluation reports include some aspects of policy, management, and outcome
evaluation, and so these are not categories as much as foci on which evaluators place more or less
emphasis.
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2. Methodologies
In this study research ‘methodology’ is taken to be the framework informing evaluation design, from
theoretical underpinnings to data analysis and reporting. The term methodology as used here is more in line
with academic research literature and international commentaries on impact evaluation (e.g. Garcia, 2011)
than is often the case in scholarship evaluation documents, where ‘methodology’ and ‘method’ are frequently
used as synonyms. ‘Design’ has also been used to describe the encompassing logic of how research is
conducted (e.g. Stern et al., 2012), but in this paper the term methodology is used throughout. Conflating
methodology and method can be troublesome, particularly as many methodological approaches use the
same basic methods (e.g. surveys, interviews) and are differentiated by their approach to the treatment of
data or their conceptual stance.
Methodological frameworks for evaluation are discussed at a meta-level within the sector (e.g. Rotem,
Zinovieff, and Goubarev, 2010), but in practice relatively few evaluations offer significant detail on
methodology, with most listing data collection methods (e.g. interviews) under the heading of ‘methodology’
or ‘method’. Nonetheless, several observations can be made of methodologies employed within the sector:
1. Almost all evaluations are ex-post
2. There are few examples of longitudinal analysis
3. Evaluations may focus on specific countries or a scholarship scheme generally
4. The favoured evaluation framework is the Kirkpatrick model, but it is not widely implemented if
considered in proportion to the corpus of evaluation reports
Each trend is discussed briefly in the sections below, preceded by several initial observations on research
methodology in the sector.
Amongst the evaluation reports studied there was very little engagement with experimental and quasiexperimental methodology, strategies recommended in other spheres of developmental intervention (e.g.
Garcia, 2011). Randomised Control Trials (RCTs), regression discontinuity design, and difference-indifferences design, amongst other possible approaches, have not been reported within the sector. Elements
of quasi-experimental methodology are planned for the evaluation of the MasterCard Foundation Scholars
Program, including regression discontinuity design and, in one case, an RCT, but this evaluation has not yet
5
been conducted and thus reports are unavailable . There are doubtless a variety of reasons for this nonengagement, including the cost of methods such as RCTs, practical and ethical difficulty in applying
experimental manipulation to complex social phenomena (Byrne, 2013), and limited engagement with
comparison (counterfactual) cohorts within the sector (discussed in ‘The counterfactual’ on page 22).
Whether quasi-experimental designs would be of significant value to evaluators in this sector is debatable,
particularly given the complexity and diversity of developmental outcomes expected from investments in
higher education scholarship schemes. The methodological challenges of, and subsequent solutions to,
planned quasi-experimental and experimental evaluation of the MasterCard Foundation Scholars Program
(Cosetino et al., 2013) will be informative in this regard.
A further absence from current methodologies is complexity thinking / theory. Complexity theory has gained
popularity as an academic stance, originating in the natural sciences, toward social science and has seen
application to evaluation of policy in health and other areas (see Sanderson, 2000: Callaghan, 2008: Byrne,
2013: Ling, 2013) . Complexity-informed approaches tend to challenge the legitimacy of causal attribution
and (quasi-) experimental manipulation in favour of focusing on how whole social systems effect change
(Byrne, 2013), albeit potentially catalysed by interventions. Whether complexity theory has anything to offer
this sector specifically is, again, debatable, but there are some moves toward greater use of complexitybased research approaches. USAID, for instance, has recently published a note on ‘complexity-aware
monitoring’ which draws upon complexity theory in consideration of evaluation (Britt, 2013), although in the
context of developmental intervention generally rather than higher education scholarships specifically.

Ex-post evaluations
The majority of evaluations have been conducted ex-post, attempting to assess impact by retracing the postscholarship experience of recipients. Tracer studies are the prototypical ex-post methodology for evaluating
scholarship outcomes, the approach of which is well summarised by Nuffic:
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Barry Burciul, personal correspondence (February 19 , 2014)

'In general, tracer studies start with assembling time series data to measure the output of the
fellowship programme in terms of degree attainment for all fellows. These data are further
disaggregated by gender, home country/region, sector/discipline, etc.' (2009: 8)
Almost all scholarship programmes have conducted some kind of alumni tracer study, either as a standalone
ex-post programme evaluation (Nuffic, 2009) or as part of a longer term study using individual tracer reports
to inform a longitudinal-style analysis (e.g. ICUag.net, 2013). The extent to which tracer studies assemble
time series data, as the Nuffic definition indicates, depends greatly on the programme studied. Both the
Graduate Impact Surveys for the Erasmus Mundus scheme (e.g. Säring, Spartakova, and Wegera, 2012)
and DAAD’s (2013) analysis of their postgraduate courses, for example, collate data from several surveys for
cross-sectional and time series analysis. Conversely, there are several tracer studies of AusAID awards in
Fiji (Bryant and Wrighton, 2008: AusAID, 2011) for whom the target populations overlap but in which the
studies do not pool data for time series or comparative analysis. This partly reflects changing evaluation
priorities over time (AusAID, 2011), and whilst some scholarship providers have conducted regular tracer
studies over a period of 15+ years (e.g. DAAD) others appear to have conducted a relatively large number of
tracer studies in a short period of time (e.g. AusAID).
Tracer studies can be more or less well defined methodologically. It is useful to delineate the use of the
phrase ‘tracing’, the project of finding and contacting one’s alumni, from ‘tracer studies’, which use the
results of the tracing process as a participant group for assessing the outcomes of scholarships by
examining the post-scholarship trajectories of alumni. The majority of tracer studies reported in the sector
focus on the evaluation of programme outcomes (e.g. Webb, 2009), but there are a minority which are
predominately about the tracing process itself (e.g. Chernikova, 2010). A limitation of all tracer studies is the
efficacy of tracing: populations for study are derived from those successfully traced by evaluators and who
have volunteered to be in contact with alumni programmes (either active participation or merely to have their
contact details recorded). Tracing, and thus tracer studies, relies heavily on effective database systems and
the decisions made by alumni officers in the tracing process (Creed, Perraton, and Waage, 2012). In some
cases the lack of systematic tracing prior to the evaluation has been a difficulty for the evaluators (e.g.
Bryant and Wrighton, 2008).
Whilst ex-post evaluations are dominant they are not universal in the sector. Several scholarship
programmes have been designed and implemented with concurrent evaluation frameworks, including the
Ford Foundation’s IFP and MasterCard Foundation Scholars Program. In these cases monitoring and
evaluation frameworks have been designed to collect data alongside scholarship schemes, compiling time
series data on particular cohorts as well as investigating cross-sectional issues of interest to programme
policy makers (see Enders and Kottmann, 2013: Cosetino et al., 2013). These frameworks extend regular
monitoring and evaluation practice, conducted by most scholarship providers on selection and scholarship
process (e.g. completion, immigration monitoring), but link concurrent programme evaluation closely with
indicators pertinent to policy objectives. As those involved in the IFP (e.g. Clift, Dassin, and Zurbuchen,
2013: Enders and Kottmann, 2013) have observed, it is relatively uncommon to have concurrent evaluation
programmes which interface directly with programme policy at a short time interval: ex-post evaluations with
policy recommendations tend to be conducted at the conclusion of schemes or with lengthy time intervals
between reviews.
Additionally, not all ex-post evaluations are tracer studies. Chesterfield and Dant’s ex-post evaluation of
USAID’s LAC programmes, for instance, uses ‘hybrid performance evaluation’ (2013; 3) in which scholarship
recipients are compared to a ‘'post-facto proxy control group' (2013; 29) of non-recipients. Similarly,
Ramboll’s (2012) ex-post evaluation of NPT and NICHE uses a ‘post only non-equivalent comparison design’
hybridised with Contribution Analysis (Mayne, 2011).
Nonetheless, if evaluation reports that are solely policy reviews and/or collect no original research data are
excluded, ex-post evaluation through tracer studies is the prevalent analysis strategy in the sector.

Longitudinal data
Despite both the lengthy timeframe involved in scholarship awards and the extensive history of some
scholarship schemes there has been relatively scarce investment in longitudinal analysis. Because most
evaluation has been ex-post, the collection of longitudinal data with scholarship cohorts has been limited to
rare instances in which both a concurrent evaluation strategy has been employed and this strategy has
carefully tracked specific cohorts over the course of their scholarship and post-scholarship trajectory.
Of the evaluation reports examined, the clearest example of longitudinal design was employed by Amos et
al. (2009) in the evaluation of the Gates Millennium Scholars (GMS) programme. In this instance data was
collected from scholarship recipients and a comparison group of non-recipients at selection (baseline) and at
several follow-up intervals. Yearly cohorts of scholarship recipients have been tracked uniquely, rather than
5

as a general pool of alumni as is the case in most tracer studies. Longitudinal evaluation of GMS allows a
richer and more robust analysis of change than is available to many ex-post evaluations. Most notably, the
collection of both baseline and multiple subsequent data points allows a more specific analysis of when
change occurs, in addition to whether it occurs, and more comprehensive data on recipients’ trajectories
than may be available through ex-post reconstruction. Several of the advantages afforded by the GMS
evaluation are, however, derived from both the longitudinal design and the use of a comparison group: the
latter topic is addressed later in ‘The counterfactual’ on page 22.
Several other evaluations have employed designs that, whilst not truly longitudinal, approximate longitudinal
data. The Erasmus Mundus Graduate Impact Surveys collect data on both alumni and current scholars, and,
whilst the data does not form a panel study, approach respondents who may respond on multiple occasions
as both current scholars and subsequently as alumni (see Säring, Spartakova, and Wegera, 2012:
ICUag.net, 2013). The post-programme tracer study of the Ford Foundation’s IFP (e.g. Tvaruzkova and Clift,
2013), scheduled to continue until 2023, will also generate a form of longitudinal analysis by collecting data
from IFP alumni at multiple points within the next decade. Like the Erasmus Mundus Graduate Impact
Surveys, the IFP tracer study is not designed as a baseline and follow-up cohort study, but it will study the
6
experiences of alumni over time and thus shares the aims of longitudinal research.

Country-level and scheme-level designs
Another potential distinction between the various approaches to evaluation is whether the methodological
design focuses on countries / geographic regions or on segments or the entirety of a scheme.
There have been numerous country or region specific evaluation reports, including those relating to Vietnam,
Cambodia, Fiji and Tuvalu, the Caribbean, Continental Europe, India, and Ethiopia. Conversely, there have
been several scheme-wide evaluations that examine outcomes without focusing on a specific region, such
as evaluations of NFP, NPT and NICHE, CFSP, and JISPA. Some evaluations which appear geographically
bounded are also scheme-wide due to the specificity of the geographic origins of scholarship recipients, such
as the evaluations of USAID’s LAC (Chesterfield and Dant, 2013) and ATLAS/AFGRAD (Gilboy et al., 2004)
programmes.
These are, of course, not mutually exclusive approaches. Danida’s fellowship programme, for instance, uses
both country case studies and a scheme-wide focus in its programme evaluation (Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Denmark, 2012). Only the most specifically targeted schemes can conduct empirical evaluations solely on
a geographic basis, most conduct some cross-scheme analysis and use fieldwork in a subset of countries to
examine particular cases and geographic issues (e.g. Nijathaworn et al., 2009). Evaluations of bilateral
scholarship schemes (e.g. Marshall Scholarships) are, of course, inevitably focused at country-level.
The relative merits of scheme-wide and geographically-bounded evaluation strategies are complex and likely
vary by scholarship and policy objective. For non-bilateral public diplomacy scholarships (e.g. Chevening)
there is perhaps less need to conduct analysis at specific country-level, since the aims of such schemes are
rarely linked to labour capacity in developing countries. Conversely, institutional capacity, skills shortages,
and developmental impact are often more easily addressed at country- or region-level due to the variance
between geographic areas. Some scholarship schemes are part of country-level initiatives and thus it
logically follows that they be evaluated at country level: VLIR-UOS programmes in Ethiopia (Penny and
Tefera, 2010) and Vietnam (Visser and Trinh, 2011) are examples of this practice.
There are, however, often good reasons to design evaluation at scheme-wide level. Some schemes, such as
the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan, have a broad international base for scholarship
awards and seek to impact developmental issues globally or within an extensive range of countries. Although
analyses of impact in specific countries can be conducted, they are unlikely to well represent the impact of a
scheme as a whole and so would need to be complemented by scheme-wide analysis. Additionally, the
objectives of some non-developmental scholarship schemes focus on the individual scholars and their host
countries and so it would be less useful to analyse outcomes geographically. Erasmus Mundus, for instance,
provides awards for study in Europe under the auspices of raising the profile of European higher education,
rather than influencing the developmental context of (or political relations with) a specific country sending
recipients to European host institutions.
Although in broad terms the sector is evenly split between country-level and scheme-wide approaches, most
large, externally commissioned evaluations of scholarship schemes tend to take a programme-wide
approach with reference to countries as case studies (e.g. Ramboll, 2012). Country-level approaches,
conversely, are more common for tracer studies and for scholarships which are designed as part of a
bilateral developmental relationship (e.g. VLIR-UOS in Ethiopia).
6
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Kirkpatrick’s model
Given the breadth of evaluation work on-going in the sector there are surprisingly few extant methodological
frameworks referenced in published reports. Contribution analysis (Mayne, 2011) has received some limited
attention (e.g. Rotem, Zinovieff, and Goubarev, 2010), but, with the exception of Ramboll’s (2012) partadoption of the approach, has yet to find extensive use within the sector. Kirkpatrick’s (1994) four-level
evaluation model has seen wider use, including in Denmark, Canada, the US, and prospectively within the
Ford Foundation’s 10-year post-programme study of IFP. Kirkpatrick’s framework is thus the dominant
evaluation model within those evaluations drawing on an extant approach, although in practice most
evaluations do not draw upon an externally published methodological approach.
The Kirkpatrick evaluation model originally comprised four levels – reaction, learning, behaviour, and results
– in which the effects of intervention (or training) were examined, from the immediate to the longer-term. The
model has enjoyed enduring popularity in a variety of settings (see Alliger and Janak, 1989: Bates, 2004) –
and some criticism (e.g. Holton, 1996) - and has been adopted by several evaluations of international
scholarship schemes (e.g. Gilboy et al. 2004: Tvaruzkova and Clift, 2013). Because the Kirkpatrick model
was designed for evaluating institutional / organisational outcomes, evaluations of international scholarship
schemes have typically added an additional level to the model that examines sector, community, or national
impact beyond the institution (e.g. Gilboy et al. 2004).
Whilst those analyses using Kirkpatrick’s model are significantly shaped by the approach, there is little
indication of the framework having shaped the landscape of research methodology in the sector more
broadly. Kirkpatrick’s model appears to have been taken up sporadically by programmes and is not used
consistently by any donor or provider. The USAID funded ATLAS and AFGRAD schemes, for instance, are
evaluated with the Kirkpatrick model at the heart of the process (Gilboy et al. 2004), whereas the USAID
funded CASS / SEED scheme is evaluated without reference to Kirkpatrick (Chesterfield and Dant, 2013).
Similarly, the Kirkpatrick model is not used within any of the current evaluation reports published on the Ford
Foundation’s IFP, but is used in the structuring of the 10-year post-programme study (Tvaruzkova and Clift,
2013). Nor can the use of the Kirkpatrick model be centred to a particular time period (used in 2004, 2005,
2012, and 2013) or particular group of external consultants.
The effect on evaluation practices of both Kirkpatrick’s model and Contribution Analysis is thus somewhat
unclear. There are indications that evaluators are considering scholarship outcomes in terms of the ‘plausible
contribution’ of schemes to life trajectories (e.g. AusAID, 2011: Visser and Trinh, 2011), which would seem to
partly reproduce the logic of contribution analysis, but this appears to emerge from a broader concern in the
7
sector with the difficulty in attributing causality to scholarships , rather than an explicit influence from
Contribution Analysis.
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3. Methods
As methodology has been differentiated above as the framework informing evaluation design, it follows that
‘methods’ are the practical tools applied to collect data within that framework.
Whilst there have been a number of variations in data collection techniques within the sector, the prevalent
techniques are:
1. Self-report surveys,
2. Interviews with stakeholders
3. Documentary analysis
A brief outline of the use of these methods follows, followed by observations on the dominance of mixedmethods research within the sector and a commentary on the data collection instruments employed within
evaluation research.
Self-report surveys are the dominant evaluation method within the sector, with almost all evaluation reports
informed by one or more surveys. This is perhaps unsurprising given the flexibility of survey tools to address
multiple topics and to be distributed at relatively low cost worldwide. Most surveys have tended to be
administered ex-post, but there have been several examples of evaluations in which surveys have been
administered both whilst scholarship recipients were undertaking study and after their scholarship had
concluded (e.g. Säring, Spartakova, and Wegera, 2012: Enders and Kottmann, 2013). In the majority of
cases surveys have been administered to scholarship alumni, but in several instances – notably schemewide, non-tracer study research – evaluators have also surveyed scholarship administrators, host
institutions, project partners, and employers (e.g. Nijathaworn, Semblat, Takagi, and Tsumagari, 2009: van
der Aa, Willemson, and Warmerdam, 2012). Surveys have also tended to be administered online where
possible; however, in countries where tracing has been difficult or internet access uneven, surveys have also
been conducted in face-to-face meetings (e.g. Bryant and Wrighton, 2008).
As with most elements of evaluation, providers appear to be at different stages in the strategic development
of survey measures and as such the use of surveys has been uneven across the sector. Some providers
have deployed systematic and regular survey research throughout the duration of the scholarship scheme:
the concurrent evaluation of the Ford Foundation’s IFP, for instance, involved 23 surveys conducted across
the decade-long programme, including surveys of selected and non-selected applicants, current scholarship
8
holders, programme partners, and at least 6 alumni surveys (Enders and Kottmann, 2013). Other providers,
such as AusAID, have invested more heavily in surveys as part of recent moves toward more regular and
extensive evaluation (Gosling, 2008: AusAID, 2011). There are some difficulties evident in the latter
approach, highlighted by Nugroho and Lietz’s (2011) analysis that of 17 AusAID post-scholarship surveys
only 5 could be considered ‘high quality’ and data comparability was a serious challenge because of the
differing designs of the survey tools used. The CSC has had similar experiences with resolving historical
differences in survey tools and it seems likely that, whilst not necessarily discussed widely in published
evaluation reports, this concern has resonance across the sector.
Interviews have also been used extensively within the sector to collect evaluation data. Numerous evaluators
have used semi-structured interviews as the primary mode for accessing qualitative data, typically
interviewing alumni (e.g. Webb, 2009) but, and to a greater degree than surveys, also engaging with
employers / managers and scholarship coordinators (e.g. Hansen et al., 2005: Bryant and Wrighton, 2008).
Despite the global focus of scholarships, interview research has only rarely been conducted by computermediated-communication or by telephone (e.g. ECOTEC, 2009) and has usually been part of in-country field
research (e.g. Norad, 2009: van der Aa, Willemson, and Warmerdam, 2012). Although not all reports specify
the staff involved in each facet of evaluation, in-country research has often involved local researchers
retained to conduct interviews (e.g. Chesterfield and Dant, 2013). When working in a large number of
countries the involvement of local specialists ina broad research team seems inevitable (e.g. Ramboll, 2012:
Tvaruzkova and Clift, 2013), but there have also been specific reasons for local consultants and research
assistants to join evaluation teams: local language proficiency being an important example (e.g. Webb,
9
2009) .
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Awareness of cultural practices and interaction styles – particularly the best approaches to elicit research data in
qualitative interviews– may be another advantage to involving local researchers.
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Finally, almost all evaluation work in the sector involves an examination of project reports, financial accounts,
briefing documents, and internal policy papers that can be broadly described as ‘documentary analysis’.
Particularly when external consultants are commissioned to evaluate programmes (e.g. Ramboll, 2012), it
appears routine for researchers to begin their evaluation with a detailed reading and analysis of existing
project documentation and reports; particularly with regard to the financial administration of programmes.
Regular evaluation updates – such as tracer studies that form part of evaluation reports (e.g. World Bank
Institute, 2010) – do not usually conduct these forms of documentary reviews, presumably because such
research is unnecessary in the context of an on-going evaluation programme.

Dominance of mixed methods
Evaluation of international scholarships for higher education is predominately based on mixed-methods:
using both qualitative and quantitative approaches to gather research data. There have been examples of
(almost) entirely quantitative research (e.g. Amos et al., 2009) and qualitative research (e.g. Visser and
Trinh, 2011), but these are exceptions to the general trend toward a mixed-methods design in which surveys
collect quantitative data (and some free-text comments) alongside interviews that collect qualitative data.
There is very limited discussion in evaluation reports of the merits or demerits of mixed-method design; it is
generally taken as assumed that mixed-methods research is appropriate for answering the research
questions set out by the evaluation. Triangulation – or the testing of concordance between findings from
different research methods – has been cited as a motivation for mixed-method approaches (e.g. Gilboy et
al., 2004: Norad, 2009), although there have been no instances in which the actual process of triangulation
has been detailed, given that there are multiple possible approaches (Madill, Jordan, and Shirley, 2000). Nor
is it evident, for instance, what is the stance of any evaluators (or scholarship providers) toward philosophical
issues – such as epistemology, ontology, and ethics - in research, but it is questionable whether evaluation
reports would be the appropriate space to examine such academic issues and so it seems reasonable to
assume that when discussions about these topics are conducted it is ‘behind closed doors’.
More importantly, the detail given on some aspects of mixed-methods data collection is often quite limited.
Interviews in particular are often merely stated to have been ‘conducted’, with evaluators rarely describing in
what circumstances interviews took place, whether they involved closely defined or broad questions, were
recorded and transcribed, and whether they involved only one or several informants. Similarly, language is
not discussed by the majority of evaluations, yet may be relevant when dealing with countries in which
English is not the main language and there is potential for informants’ comments to be ‘lost in translation’
when reports are published in English (as is often the case). Lack of detail on these methods is certainly not
universal - Visser and Trinh (2011), for instance, discuss the arrangements of data collection in significant
detail – but it is sufficiently common as to be a sector-wide concern.
Data access has proven to be a challenge across the sector and this is undoubtedly one factor guiding
evaluators toward mixed-method approaches. Response rates to surveys, for example, have varied, affected
by both the circumstances of survey administration and the ways in which response rates are calculated.
Large-scale post-programme surveys of alumni have tended to achieve lower response rates than
concurrent evaluations involving current recipients (see, for instance, Enders and Kottmann, 2013). Although
an average response rate could potentially be calculated from what published data is available, it would likely
be uninformative since the circumstances of survey administration have differed so radically. One area in
which response rates have been particularly poor is in surveys to employers, with Nuffic (2009) reporting
only an 8% response rate to their survey of employers of scholarship alumni. Low response rates inevitably
raise concerns about excessive sample variance (see Blair, Czaja, and Blair, 2014), but there is widespread
recognition that a more pressing problem is nonresponse bias in which those who reply to sample surveys
are likely to be engaged with alumni associations or tracing (e.g. Day, Stackhouse, and Geddes, 2009) and
disproportionately represent the ‘successful’ outcomes of scholarship programmes.
In-country fieldwork and qualitative research methods appear to have had more success in garnering desired
levels of participation, particularly in the context of reaching informants for whom current contact details were
not available (Chesterfield and Dant, 2013). Yet some difficulties have also been reported with interview
scheduling and securing participation (e.g. Visser and Trinh, 2011), and it is also important to consider that
interviews do not have a ‘response rate’ per se (the number of persons invited to interview is rarely reported)
10
and so it is difficult to compare levels of participation across interviews and surveys . In this context, mixedmethods research may be advantageous to maximise opportunities for securing participation from the target
population.
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Data collection instruments
The main data collection instruments within the sector are survey questionnaires and interview question schedules.
It is not uncommon for survey instruments to be included in a report annex (e.g. Ramboll, 2012), offering a
useful insight into the types of questions being employed by evaluations. Survey questions of three main
forms have been used: closed questions for discrete information (e.g. demographics), ‘free-text’ comments,
and Likert-style questions. Free-text questions are not used as extensively as perhaps might be expected,
although this might reflect the limited articulation of qualitative data analysis strategies in the sector (see
‘Qualitative data analysis’ on page 19); Nuffic (2009), for instance, used free-text comment questions in a
survey but subsequently concluded that free-text data was too difficult to analyse within the scope of the
research. Likert-style questions are the preferred format to collect data on perspectives and experiences,
typically asking respondents to self-report their extent of agreement with statements about scholarship
outcomes. None of the evaluation reports reviewed discussed their choices in the design of Likert-style
11
questions - such as the number of scale points or labelling conventions - but it appears that 5-point scales,
with a neutral midpoint and each point labelled, are the preferred approach (e.g. World Bank Institute, 2010).
As the use of multiple questions to indicate an underlying construct has been uncommon, ratings of reliability
12
and validity have not been extensively reported .
More generally, external validation of instruments or the appropriation of instruments from previous research
does not appear to have be prevalent, indicating that instruments are most often designed and used within a
specific evaluation study. Some exceptions to this trend exist. Dong and Chapman (2008), in their study of
the Chinese Government Scholarship Program, administered a survey substantially based on Pascarella and
Terenzini’s (1980) Institutional Integration Scales, examining the experiences of scholarship recipients in
China and the predictors of their satisfaction. Dong and Chapman’s work examines impact only through the
lens of recipients’ disposition toward China and Chinese culture (‘soft power’ outcomes) during the
scholarship, however; it does not assess long-term impact. More usually, instruments have been created for
the purposes of individual evaluation studies. As Nugroho and Lietz (2011) have observed of AusAID
surveys, instruments have tended to be slightly different and this has caused difficulty in comparing findings,
although there have recently been some strategic attempts to unify evaluation tools (e.g. DFAT, 2011). The
variety of survey instruments used raises questions about how effective each instrument is in comparison to
others and, especially where evaluations address similar variables (e.g. employment trajectory), there
appears to be scope for ‘best practice’ to emerge: likely in the form of well-piloted, validated survey
instruments.
Because survey research is the dominant method in the sector, evaluations rely heavily on self-report data
from respondents and it is important to briefly recount some of the potential pitfalls with this form of data
collection. Firstly, survey response rates are limited both to those who can be traced and, importantly, to
those who choose to take part. The tendency for those at the poles of opinion – and particularly the highly
positive - in alumni populations to respond to a survey is a representativeness concern and does not go
unnoticed by some evaluators in the sector (e.g. Amos et al. 2009: Day, Stackhouse, and Geddes, 2009; van
der Aa, Willemson, and Warmerdam, 2012). High response rates for some surveys (e.g. Enders and
Kottmann, 2013) help to offset concerns about the representativeness of the sample, but, and particularly
with long-running programmes that have accrued thousands of alumni, there remains a concern of positive
response bias. The lack of negative case review (exploring the ‘unsuccessful’ outcomes) within the
qualitative elements of many mixed-method approaches exacerbates the concern with survey positive
response bias; the space for ‘bad news’ to find voice within evaluations often appears notably smaller than
that for ‘good news’.
More technical issues with self-report survey instruments have been seldom discussed within published
evaluations. Perhaps the most important issue that has not been widely addressed is acquiescence bias: the
tendency for respondents to rate more highly statements about successful outcomes, especially where this is
seen as desirable to the evaluators. One common strategy for dealing with acquiescence is to balance
positive and negative statements targeting the same issue – for example, including polar questions on
having gained useful skills and on not having gained useful skills – and to reverse the subsequent statistical
coding on negative statements. None of the evaluation reports indicated they had used this strategy, or
indeed any strategy, for reducing possible bias in responses. There are, of course, strong incentives for
evaluations to produce positive results (even when conducted by external contractors) that can help to
guarantee the on-going funding of a scholarship programme and so evaluators must inevitably mediate a
difficult political tension in ensuring rigorous research findings whilst maximising opportunities to show the
programme in a positive light.
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4. Variables and indicators
Various possible definitions are available for ‘variables’ and indicators, but this study takes a rather loose
approach and considers variables to be the concepts and issues with which evaluations concern themselves.
To direct data collection methods, evaluators must identify and operationalise variables on which they intend
to collect data. Variables can be considered at a variety of levels, from the very broad (e.g. ‘institutional
capacity’) to the very specific (e.g. ‘number of alumni in public sector employment within 1 year of
scholarship completion’). This chapter examines the abstract and specific variables regularly explored by
evaluators, before considering issues arising.

Defining macro variables
The most common approach to identifying variables, both within this sector and elsewhere, is to work from a
general aim or research question and operationalise increasingly specific levels of variables until evaluators
have identified a set of indicators that can be measured. The process is demonstrated effectively by the
working papers on Norad’s programme for master’s studies (NOMA) in which a research programme
concurrent with NOMA attempted to define quantitative and qualitative indicators by which the core issue
(higher education institutional strengthening in the South) could be assessed (Andersen and Tobiasen,
2007). Developing indicators in this way can be underpinned by theory from higher education and
international development: Ramboll (2012) used existing theory on capacity development, for instance, to
develop indicators for their evaluation of NPT and NICHE. The development of variables for analysis is not
always fully explained in evaluation reports, but, as in the case of NOMA, may be occurring parallel to
evaluation research.
In some cases the theory of change or underpinning conceptual logic of scholarship programmes has been
sufficiently well detailed that both higher-level variables (e.g. ‘institutional capacity building’) and specific
indicators (e.g. ‘research publications in the five years post-scholarship) are set out in advance of evaluation
studies being undertaken (e.g. Cosetino et al., 2013). Well-developed indicators that are coherent with core
policy objectives can direct evaluation effectively, as long as evaluation research has sufficient latitude to
report unexpected outcomes and findings that are not well captured by pre-designed indicators (Creed et al.,
2012). Somewhat counter-intuitively, the analysis of unplanned outcomes can be carefully planned (e.g.
Carpenter and de Vivanco, 2013), particularly when using qualitative methods that allow for more detailed
elaboration on topics than closed survey questions.
An alternative approach to creating variables is to use an extant group of high-level criteria and tailor
evaluation indicators to offer insight into these issues. The OECD’s Developmental Assistance Committee
(DAC), for instance, has produced criteria for evaluating developmental assistance, focusing on relevance,
effectiveness, efficiency, impact, and sustainability (OECD, 1991: 2002). These criteria have been used to
structure several scholarship programme evaluations in the sector, including programmes provided by
AusAID (DFAT, 2010: Barber and Hel, 2012), Norad (Hansen et al., 2005), VLIR-UOS (Visser and Trinh,
2011), and the European Union (ECOTEC, 2009). The use of the OECD’s DAC criteria is helpful insofar as it
provides a common focus for evaluations conducted on different programmes and in different countries or
time periods. As Creed et al. (2012) have observed, however, the DAC criteria are not in themselves
operational variables: concepts such as ‘impact’ or ‘relevance’ clearly need further explication within the
context of a particular programme to usefully structure evaluation (relevance to whom? In the context of what
policy? Impact on what? And so forth). As such, the uses of DAC criteria have also required the further
generation of variables to inform evaluations, except in the rare cases in which an evaluation has performed
a secondary analysis of existing data through the lens of the DAC criteria (e.g. Barber and Hel, 2012).
Whether the use of macro-level variables is warranted in a particular evaluation likely depends on what
purpose is determined for the research. Tracer studies are often conducted as part of a broader programme
of evaluation (see, for instance, Nuffic, 2009) and so repeatedly referring to the ‘bigger picture’ may not be
appropriate with only quite specific research data about a subset of alumni. Conversely, macro-level
analyses which do not draw heavily on bodies of research evidence showing micro-level indicators (e.g.
Feiler, Jager, and Reiter, 2007) can be somewhat abstract and leave questions about systemic impact
unanswered. Methodological frameworks that specify levels of analysis – such as Kirkpatrick’s model and
Contribution Analysis – may assist in providing the balance between foci. It is notable that in the design of
newer programmes (e.g. MasterCard Foundation Scholars Program) effort is being invested into determining
core indicators (variables) for each desired policy objective prior to, or alongside, the programme being
implemented (e.g. Cosetino et al., 2013).
A useful commentary, provided by both Penny and Tefera (2010) and Andersen and Tobiasen (2007),
reflects on the need for indicators to reflect the perspectives of all stakeholders within programmes. In the
case of the VLIR-UOS Ethiopia evaluation, for instance, Penny and Tefera observed that concepts such as
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‘relevance’ and ‘quality’ may be defined quite differently by Northern and Southern partners. Evaluations
taking only one perspective – most likely that of the Northern donor – are likely to present a limited analysis
that may omit both successes and difficulties from the perspective of other stakeholders. This concern is
perhaps more immediate for institutional capacity building programmes than for scholarship schemes, but
there are significant parallels with schemes focusing on capacity development in employment sectors (e.g.
JISPA: Nijathaworn et al., 2009).
More generally, and as Andersen and Tobiasen (2007) observe, indicators used need to be widely
understood and accepted by all individuals and organisations involved. In pursuit of this end, we may benefit
from considering carefully the indicators proposed by partner institutions or individuals rather than relying on
measurement strategies solely developed by scholarship providers. The selection strategy employed by the
Ford Foundation’s IFP - involving a global patchwork of regional panels to define ‘need’ within particular
countries or communities (see Dassin, Enders and Kottmann, 2012) - is an example of how some
scholarship providers have already invested in the shared definition of policy objectives.
Value for money can also be considered a higher-level variable; however, discussions of value for money
have been sufficiently important to the sector that they have been treated within a separate thematic section
later in this report (see page 25).

Specific variables
At the level of specific variables examined in evaluation research, several key areas are focused upon by the
majority of evaluations:
1. Socio-demographics of candidates
2. Scholarship process and satisfaction
3. Return to home country rate
4. Change in personal competencies
5. Post-scholarship employment trajectories
6. Post-scholarship contribution to sector, profession, community, or country
7. Links / networks to scholarship hosts
Foci differ slightly between reports, but the list above is broadly representative of the topics examined within
almost all evaluation reports examined.
These variables are consistent with the policy objectives of most scholarship schemes, particularly those with
an international development focus and which aim to catalyse labour market outcomes via capacity-building
scholarships (e.g. Nijathaworn et al., 2009). Public diplomacy scholarships (e.g. Chevening) still tend to
examine these topics, but with a greater emphasis on links / networks between alumni and their hosts and
the perceived reputation of the host country or scholarship programme. Analysis of return rates can also
differ somewhat for these schemes. Evaluation of Erasmus Mundus, for instance, examined recipients’
disposition toward returning to work in the EU, rather
than their rate of returning to work in their countries of
origin (Säring, Spartakova, and Wegera, 2012).
'The evaluations are excellent at
Similarly, the evaluation of Australian International
measuring what has been done (results,
Postgraduate Research Scholarships (IPRS) is not
outputs, KRAs [Key Results Areas]) and
concerned with examining return home rates, given a
at allocating scores (e.g. bad, good,
policy objective of the scheme is to attract and retain
excellent, better than planned etc.),
skilled researchers in Australia (Department of
giving a sense of objectivity and
Innovation, Industry, Science and Research, 2010).

quantitative appreciation, but the real
impact at the level of the individual, the
department, the campus, the university,
the local area and at regional and
national levels, the society, is hard to
materialize and quantify'
(Janssens de Bisthoven, 2009: 72)
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Programme evaluations are concerned with immediate,
medium-term, and long-term impacts, and so the
variables examined span these timeframes. Analyses of
socio-demographics and scholarship process primarily
concern initial selection policy and experiences whilst on
scholarships, both of which relate to immediate
outcomes of providing scholarships. Change in personal
competencies and links / networks to scholarship hosts

are short to medium term outcomes. Post-scholarship employment trajectories and contribution to
development – or to bilateral relations – are medium to long term issues which have tended to be measured
over a period of several years post-scholarship.
The majority of variables are assessed through alumni self-reporting, although data on some monitoring
variables (e.g. gender of recipients) are collected during application processes. As noted in chapter 3,
‘Methods’, the prevalent approach to assessing issues of perspective (satisfaction, contribution etc.) is the
Likert-style scale, and so it is very common to find alumni asked to rate their level of agreement with
statements such as ‘The skills and knowledge gained from my scholarship are relevant to my employment’.
However, the data collected in addressing variables is not always quantitative. Indeed, quantitative data
often fails to adequately capture the some of these issues: particularly notions of ‘contribution’ (Janssens de
Bisthoven, 2009).
Several specific issues in variable choice warrant further examination: the use of compound variables, the
types of socio-demographics examined, some of the less common (but potentially informative) variables
explored, and the complexity of measuring concepts such as ‘return’.

Compound variables
In a small minority of evaluation studies, compound variables have been used to develop more sensitive
indicators for concepts such as ‘leadership’.
Compound variables are created by collating results from other variables, sometimes weighting certain
components more highly than others if they are deemed more influential on the construct being represented
by the compound variable. Amos et al. (2009), for instance, used four survey items to create a compound
score that they term a ‘leadership index’, which reported good internal consistency as an indicator of the
leadership construct. Similarly, Chesterfield and Dant (2013) created ‘aggregate’ (compound) variables for
leadership and management experience amongst scholarship recipients and non-recipients. Ramboll (2012)
created both a ‘cost-quality index’ and a ‘capacity development index’ (CDI); the latter through a process of
establishing the difference between expert-determined mean capability ratings prior to and after an
intervention. These composite variables often allow for more sophisticated analysis than basic self-report
variables alone. Using changes in CDI, Ramboll (2012) are able to offer not only a measure of baseline and
post-project capacity in countries, but also to show the magnitude of these gains on a common scale.
Perhaps most notably, the CDI allows Ramboll to offer a tentative figure for how much financial investment
has been required in specific countries to increase this uniform index by a specific amount (e.g. 0.1).
Construct validity can be a concern with compound variables (i.e. do they measure what they claim to
measure?), but valid uniform indices facilitate both systematic comparison across projects and countries and,
often, more sophisticated and holistic analysis of individual post-scholarship trajectories. There are also
potential pitfalls in quantifying the value of outcomes that are highly subjective. Capacity development is
perhaps one of the variables more amenable to transformation into an index, but it is foreseeable that
difficulties might occur if uniform, transnational indices were attempted in the cases of, for example,
catalysing community change or social justice.

Demographics
Collection of basic demographic data on applicants is part of the selection process for many scholarship
schemes and so this data has usually been available to evaluators, notwithstanding any problems working
across the different databases of alumni and current scholarship recipients. Only one demographic variable
– gender - receives sustained attention throughout the sector (within international development-oriented
scholarships at least). Gender is frequently a policy issue for scholarship schemes (e.g. Feiler, Jager, and
Reiter, 2007) and so many analyses include specific focus on the differential experiences or outcomes of
male and female recipients. Few of these analyses go beyond descriptive reporting and analyse in detail the
potential reasons for, and solutions to, differences between outcomes for male and female scholarship
recipients. Conversely, some analyses of social disadvantage more generally include gender as a facet of
possible disempowerment and have provided compelling evidence of the impact scholarship schemes can
have on social change (e.g. Clift, Dassin and Zurbuchen, 2013: Mansukhani and Handa, 2013). Gender is
often of paramount importance in understanding social disempowerment and, potentially, in differing longterm impact of scholarships, but it is also important to recognise, as some evaluators have (e.g. Enders and
Kottmann, 2013), that gender is one of several demographic variables that might impact on social
disempowerment and trajectories into and out of scholarship schemes.
A socio-demographic variable that has been reported in a minority of evaluations, but which perhaps
deserves broader discussion, is the relative wealth and education level of scholarship recipients. Negin
(2014), in his analysis of AusAID scholarships in Africa, has observed that a sizeable minority (34%) of
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scholarship recipients had one or more parents who had undertaken tertiary education. Enders and
Kottmann (2013) also examined familial wealth and education in profiling the socio-demographic background
of IFP fellows. The relative wealth or social advantage of scholarship recipients is often salient to the aims of
programmes and so may require further analysis. As Negin (2014) has observed, forming networks with
elites is more likely to secure influence in local and national policy (either for development or public
diplomacy purposes) than forming networks with disadvantaged or marginalised groups, but is also likely to
perpetuate existing social inequalities, including in education and wealth.
Moreover, whilst programme such as the Ford Foundation’s IFP have demonstrated that non-elite groups
can be effective change agents (Clift, Dassin, and Zurbuchen, 2013), the kinds of impacts achieved by
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recipients with different social status and wealth can be disparate . This raises the case for evaluation to
also contextualise the long-term outcomes of awards within the socio-demographic circumstances of
recipients, rather than solely in relation to the policy objectives of donors. Clearly there is a strategic balance
to be achieved between understanding outcome variables (such as post-scholarship employment) through
the lens of donor objectives and the lens of an individual alumnus’ life circumstances.

Issues from understudied variables
Three issues infrequently examined, but which raise important questions for evaluation, are the comparison
between expectations and outcomes, the impact on national workforces whilst scholars are absent in host
countries, and the process of reintegration.
In the Erasmus Mundus graduate impact surveys (e.g. Säring, Spartakova, and Wegera, 2012) and ex-post
evaluation (ECOTEC, 2009) a short analysis was conducted of the self-reported ‘greatest impact’ of the
scholarship. The structure of the evaluations allowed comparison between responses by current scholars
and programme alumni, and the results showed important differences between the greatest impact
anticipated by current scholars and that experienced by alumni. Similarly, Gondwe and Schröder (2013)
included unmet expectations as a variable for analysis in their evaluation of IFP in continental Europe.
Comparison between expectations and outcomes is not widely addressed within current evaluation research,
but in cases where scholarship outcomes are complex and differ from those intended by policymakers there
is evidence that different expectations (between beneficiaries and policymakers, for instance) can be an
influential factor (e.g. Webb, 2009).
A second variable rarely addressed is the impact of scholarship schemes on the national and organisational
workforce during the recipients’ absence. In their analysis of AusAID scholarships in Fiji and Tuvalu, Bryant
and Wrighton (2008) included a short analysis of how employers cope with the absence of staff during the
period of scholarships and whether scholarship policies may inadvertently contribute to labour shortages.
Later tracer studies of scholarships in Fiji re-examined this issue and additionally noted the need for
‘reintegration planning’ in scholarship policy (AusAID, 2011). Unfortunately, no assessment of the net
benefits – i.e. were the gains from the scholarship worth any impact from the absence of the scholar? – is
forthcoming in currently published work. Although it may not be relevant to all providers to understand the
impact of scholarships on recipient communities during the scholarship tenure, for those working at the level
of specific countries (and arguably more so for small states) this form of programme impact could be highly
pertinent.
Thirdly, and also touching upon ‘reintegration planning’, is the analysis of reintegration experiences. The
majority of evaluation research analyses reintegration, but focus is usually on labour market trajectories (e.g.
Ramboll, 2012). In a small minority of evaluations (e.g. Nuffic, 2009: Webb, 2009), re-integration back into
home communities and professional or personal difficulties upon return from scholarships are addressed. As
Clift, Dassin and Zurbuchen have observed, the ‘re-insertion challenges’ (2013: 36) can be significant
obstacles to realising the potential of scholarships and achieving policy objectives. As such, scrutiny of
immediate experiences when scholars return home – in terms of labour market re-entry, community
relationships, building networks to support activity, and so forth – could be useful to all scholarship schemes,
notwithstanding that this must be at least partly distinct from impact analysis because socioeconomic
impacts will almost certainly take much longer to realise.

Return and ‘brain drain’
Return to home countries and the avoidance of brain drain has been much discussed throughout the sector.
Certainly for developmentally-oriented programmes, the tendency of recipients to return to their home
country or region is an important outcome of the scholarship. Different schemes have taken a variety of
approaches to ensuring a suitable return rate, from selecting candidates with strong commitments to their
local communities (e.g. Dassin, 2009) to enforcing a visa embargo to send recipients home at the end of
13
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their scholarship (AusAID, 2011). There are, however, a number of complexities in assessing return that
belie simple representation as a percentage of scholars who returned to their home country post-scholarship,
of which institutional brain drain, compound brain drain, and the contributions of non-returning recipients are
perhaps most pressing.
Whilst most of the analysis concerning return and brain drain has focused at a national level – the avoidance
of exodus from home countries as a result of the scholarship scheme – there have been occasional
references to another potentially problematic form of labour movement: institutional brain drain. Scholarship
evaluation seems to suggest programmes are generally successful in mitigating international brain drain with
high return rates (e.g. 77%: World Bank Institute, 2010). There is much more limited analysis, however, of
the effects within countries of post-scholarship employment trajectories on institutions, employers and
sectors. Webb (2009), for instance, observed that within Cambodia although almost all recipients of AusAID
scholarships returned, few considered their awards as part of a national development strategy for Cambodia,
but rather as a route to professional advancement and out of the Cambodian public sector, where wages
were very low. Similarly, the evaluation of the Netherlands Fellowship Programme indicated that whilst brain
drain to other countries was not a significant problem, retaining scholarship alumni within institutions can be
very challenging due to higher wages and opportunities elsewhere, leading to a form of institutional brain
drain and gravitation toward certain parts of the labour market (van der Aa, Willemson, and Warmerdam,
2012).
As evidence from the DAAD’s tracer studies have indicated, national return rates can be relatively high (66%
within home country, 96% within region) whilst simultaneously occupational return rates are relatively low:
63% of DAAD alumni had changed employer after returning from their scholarship, most commonly
motivated by financial incentives and opportunities for personal advancement (DAAD, 2013). When
scholarship aims are conceived as focusing on individual empowerment, institutional brain drain may not be
highly relevant. In the context of developing specific employment sectors, institutions, or communities,
however, it may warrant extended analysis.
An ancillary strategic question for evaluation is how long is considered a reasonable ‘return’ on the
scholarship, before which movement out of the country or into another sector might be considered brain
drain. Whilst the time period involved might be arbitrary it bears consideration: does it matter if, for instance,
14
alumni leave their home country 10 years post-scholarship ?
A final issue in analysing return is the ‘compound drain rate’ in countries where multiple scholarship schemes
operate and each have a small non-returning cohort which, as an aggregate, is a relatively large population
leaving the home country labour market. Differing aims from developmental-focused and non-development
schemes can complicate analyses in this space, as many countries run schemes that attempt to mitigate
brain drain alongside schemes that encourage inward migration (the AusAID scholarships and Australian
IPRS are possible examples). Whether this interaction confuses the analysis of ‘drains’ and ‘gains’ at an
international level is not entirely clear, but there does not appear to be any extensive analysis of scholarship
interaction effects in this area. To conduct such an analysis would be under the purview of donor
harmonisation (see ‘Harmonisation’ on page 27) and could only be achieved through coordination between
scholarship providers.
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5. Data analysis
In this study, data analysis is considered to be the procedure of interpreting collected research information
(e.g. completed surveys, interview transcripts) and forming findings and conclusions based on this
interpretation.
Data analysis strategies within the sector are not often elucidated in detail within evaluation reports. Report
methodology sections have tended to offer a description of data collection, but data analysis has remained a
silent partner, with only a minority of reports explaining statistical techniques applied and fewer still
explaining qualitative strategies applied.
The two routes available to analyse data are statistical (quantitative) and qualitative; these analysis
strategies are examined in separate sections below.

Statistical (quantitative) data analysis
Almost all evaluation reports present some or all research findings in quantitative terms, most usually
through percentile case summaries and, to a lesser degree, cross-tabulation of variables. Evaluations tend to
draw upon both monitoring data (e.g. demographics of applicants, completion rates) and ‘impact’ data (e.g.
perceptions of success) and the reporting conventions for these data sources does not appear to differ
greatly within or between evaluations.

Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics were included in all evaluation reports that collected any numeric data. Monitoring data
and tracer surveys have tended to be predominately quantitative and so evaluators have often been able to
report extensive basic information about cohorts of alumni.
The prevalent format for reporting quantitative data is through percentile case summaries, for example ‘54%
of scholars were male’ or ‘7% failed to complete the programme of study’. In the case of Likert-style scales,
the majority of evaluations report relative proportions in the data - the percentage of the sample that fall into
each category (strongly agree, agree, and so forth) - rather than a measure of the ‘midpoint’ of responses
and variability of sample data around that midpoint. The use of proportions can help data display (see
below), but can also make it difficult to ascertain a data midpoint ‘by eye’ and thus the overall level of
agreement with a Likert statement can be somewhat opaque.
The trend for reporting descriptive data tends toward graphing response percentages, often as bar charts, or
as stacked bars for Likert-style questions, such as in in this example from a CSC report:

(Day, Stackhouse, and Geddes, 2009: p51)
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Whilst exact formats vary, this approach to quantitative data reporting is commonplace across the sector.
Distribution graphs (histograms with normal curves) and statistics of the distribution shape – e.g. skewness
and kurtosis – are not reported, although these graphs would only be of relevance to a minority of analyses
(those that use inferential statistics; see below).
Percentile case summaries are frequently used to compare measures of specific variables between different
groups within the survey population. A very common correlate in this kind of comparison is gender and, with
a few exceptions (usually administrative or policy-level reviews), evaluations disaggregate findings by gender
to examine differences between male and female scholarship recipients. Gender is notable as the only
demographic variable to receive consistent attention across the sector in reporting descriptive statistics. Age
and social status, for instance, are not regularly presented in analysis of either scholarship or post15
scholarship experience .
Overall, the majority of evaluations that collect research data report quantitative descriptive analysis through
percentile case summaries and a combination of bar, pie, and line graphs displaying this data. Exceptions
exist - such as the VLIR-UOS country evaluation for Ethiopia (Penny and Teferra, 2010) in which statistical
data informs a prosaic report and numerical data is restricted to the annexes - but are uncommon.

Inferential statistics
The relationship between scholarship evaluation and inferential statistical analysis is more ambiguous.
Inferential statistics aim to detect trends in data and make inferences from the characteristics of a sample to
the characteristics of an entire population. Inferential statistics are thus tests of whether a difference or
association is systematic in an entire scholarship population (e.g. all alumni) or merely due to random
fluctuations in results (‘chance’) for a particular sample of that population (e.g. a single survey). In the case
of evaluating scholarships, it may be important to know, for instance, if a gendered difference in levels of
post-scholarship knowledge transfer is due to systematic differences between male and female recipients or
merely random variation in our particular sample of male and female recipients. Descriptive statistics alone
cannot offer this insight (although they can strongly hint at a particular conclusion); more sophisticated
statistical tests of probability are required.
Use of inferential statistics has been somewhat inconsistent and has not always followed intuitive reporting
conventions. A minority of evaluations have reported inferential analysis of data collected; most usually tests
of association, such as the Chi-square test of contingency tables, and tests of correlation, such as
Spearman’s Rho (e.g. Webb, 2009). Other inferential strategies have been employed more rarely, including
linear regression analysis (Amos et al., 2009: Ramboll, 2012), logistic regression analysis (Amos et al.,
2009), and Student’s t-test (ICUag.net, 2013). The overall trend emerging from evaluation practice in the
sector, however, is that inferential statistics are used in a small minority of cases, although some of these
minority cases present relatively sophisticated inferential analyses (e.g. Amos et al., 2009: Ramboll, 2012).
The approaches to reporting inferential statistics have also varied. Certain evaluations provide statistical test
results according to reporting conventions accepted within the academic and evaluation research
communities (e.g. ICUag.net, 2013; Webb, 2009), whilst in others only the test statistic or the p-value is
reported (e.g. Heim et al, 2012), or a footnote is appended to note statistical significance without detailing the
inferential tests used or further test results (e.g. Chesterfield and Dant, 2013). The reason for these
discrepancies is not obvious, but in some cases may reflect the perceived audience of the report. Whilst
evaluation experts, academics, and some of those involved in administrating scholarships may be interested
to see reporting of statistical findings according to research conventions, it may not be meaningful to other
16
stakeholders envisaged as the audience for a particular report . It is also possible that, following the same
logic, inferential statistics are used extensively but the results are irregularly (or non-transparently) reported,
although there is no evidence to suggest this is the case. Nonetheless, if statistical reporting conventions are
not followed within the body of a document it would be helpful if details were included in an annex (such as
Webb, 2009) as many inferential tests are sensitive to factors (such as sample size and distribution shape)
of which other researchers may wish to be appraised in order to have confidence in findings.
The extent to which limited use of inferential statistics in evaluation should concern evaluators and
policymakers depends greatly on the nature of the evidence being presented. Describing the experiences of
a particular group of scholarship alumni does not require statistical analysis more complicated than
percentages and, perhaps, central tendency and dispersion. Thus if the aim of an evaluation study is to
15
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examine a programme or alumni cohort as a case study, it is unlikely that inferential statistics are necessary.
Alternatively, a ‘rule of thumb’ approach could be used in which repeated discovery of similar trends through
descriptive analysis is assumed to demonstrate systematic trends. The rule of thumb technique potentially
has an advantage over inferential testing when the conditions under which inferential statistics work most
effectively are not met, although approximations must be managed carefully to avoid ignoring the problem (a
low validity environment) in favour of producing desired results.
Another, more technical, group of issues relate to sample size and inferential analysis. One factor to
consider in statistical data analysis is the sample size as a proportion of the total population; particularly in
tracer studies for programmes that have ended. In some cases (e.g. Enders and Kottman, 2013) surveys
have been conducted of entire alumni populations and response rates have been so high that the sample is
the majority or entirety of the population. This renders statistical inference from the sample to the population
largely irrelevant, unless the research is attempting to model predictive inferences for future scholarship
programmes. In the more usual instances when evaluators are dealing with a relatively small sample, rather
than the whole population, there are a variety of potential sampling errors to consider. In non-random,
volunteer samples numerous sources of bias can limit the validity of inferences made from inferential
statistics (Howell, 1999: Garcia, 2011), but such problems are not necessarily insurmountable. Statistical
approaches can be used to help mitigate concerns and potential sources of error can be reduced by careful
design of methods. Where the sample is of a specific sub-cohort of the total population - only traced alumni,
for instance – it might be useful to include some articulation of how ‘error’ in results arising from this
coverage bias (Blair, Czaja and Blair, 2014) has been mitigated.
There are, however, several ambiguities that arise from the limited reporting of sophisticated and robust
inferential analysis and consequently areas that could benefit from further investment in these procedures.
With the exception of the few studies with extremely high response rates from the survey cohort (e.g. Enders
and Kottman, 2013) most evaluations deal with samples of a population and conduct analyses deemed
indicative of the whole population (i.e. of programme impact). In such circumstances it is appropriate to
include at least some inferential analysis to determine the probabilistic strength of the relationship between
the claimed characteristics of the population and the evaluation findings about characteristics of the sample.
Several evaluation studies have already adopted this approach (e.g. Webb, 2009: Chesterfield and Dant,
2013) and it is evident from the data presented in many other evaluations that inferential techniques could be
applied.
Another advantage to inferential analysis would be the opportunity to determine an effect size for observed
correlations. Whilst it is relatively common for evaluations to at least comment on apparent connections
between variables (e.g. gender and post-scholarship knowledge transfer), an effect size – measuring the
magnitude or strength of the phenomenon – is rarely determined for these connections. Statistical effect
sizes are useful for demonstrating the extent to which findings are important; large effect sizes represent
influential relationships that might be important for programme policymakers to consider. At present, even
the most statistically sophisticated analyses in the sector (e.g. Amos et al., 2009) do not routinely include
effect sizes in research reports. Earlier it was noted that most descriptive statistics were percentile case
summaries, not central tendency and dispersion. One approach to selecting effect sizes that inferential
statistics are subsequently configured to detect is through assessment of past data on central tendency and
dispersion (Howell, 1999), which may be difficult given the prevalence of standardised (percentage)
descriptive statistics. This is an area of analysis that could benefit from a shift in reporting tendencies within
the sector.
A more complex issue stemming from the discussion of effect sizes is the analysis of statistical power (see
Cohen, 1992), which was not addressed in any of the evaluation studies reviewed. Power is essentially the
discrimination of a statistical procedure to detect a relationship if it exists, as opposed to significance, which
17
reports the probability that we have erroneously reported a relationship when none exists . Statistical power,
effect size, and ideal sample size are closely related; we can use mathematical formula to determine the
sample size required to detect a particular effect size, given a desired level of power (error rate).
In practice, evaluation studies in the sector rely on non-random volunteer samples of alumni or current
scholarship recipients, usually accessed through alumni tracing and without a sample size ‘target’ per se (an
exception is Chesterfield and Dant, 2013). As such, specifying the sample size in advance might seem
irrelevant since the answer to ‘how many people should we survey from our population?’ is usually ‘as many
as we can find’. However, this can be misleading as the statistical power of inferential tests will still be limited
by sample size (amongst other variables) and as such small samples will be prone to miss significant
relationships (see Cohen, 1992). Similarly, as a sample becomes larger inferential tests conducted on the
sample increasingly tend toward significance (due to the mathematics involved) and so effect size becomes
17
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more important in identifying influential relationships. In either case, there is a strong argument to consider
analysing and reporting effect size and statistical power in evaluations that use inferential statistics.
Finally, there is the potential of multivariate techniques to provide more complex statistical models of
evaluation data. An important contribution of multivariate analyses is the ability to identify ‘interaction effects’
between influential variables and within subgroups in relation to a ‘main’ effect. To draw an example from
Amos et al.’s (2009) analysis of Gates Millennium Scholars, the ‘main’ effect of the scholarship (i.e.
recipients vs non-recipients) is broken down to show significant effects for subgroups, such as gender (i.e.
male recipients vs female recipients vs male non-recipients vs female non-recipients). In the context of
scholarships, particularly those funded within the ambit of international development, post-scholarship
trajectories of alumni are likely to be complex and differences between outcomes likely influenced by a
coalescence of factors (Ling, 2012: Byrne, 2013). Multivariate analyses offer the possibility of analysing how
multiple variables interact to shape outcomes in differing ways. As with all statistical procedures, however,
the data collected must be sufficiently robust and detailed to facilitate effective multivariate analysis.
Notwithstanding these comments, the World Bank Independent Evaluation Group, in its reflections on impact
evaluation, sums up a sensible approach to designing quantitative analysis strategies: ‘Better no numbers
than silly numbers’ (White and Barbu, 2006: 16). Given the difficulty in quantifying many of the outcomes of
interest to scholarship providers, evaluators should proceed with caution when designing more complex
statistical approaches to measurement.

Qualitative data analysis
The qualitative analysis procedures used to analyse data collected from interviews, focus groups,
‘consultation’, and site visits are reported to a very limited degree in evaluation reports. Despite the
prevalence of interviewing in data collection, only a small minority of evaluations (Gilboy et al., 2004: Webb,
2009: Ramboll, 2012: Mansukhani and Handa, 2013) referred to qualitative data analysis; usually noting that
interviews and/or free text survey comments were analysed through coding techniques. Of those completed
or on-going studies that reported qualitative analysis strategies, forms of thematic analysis – clustering the
data into prominent themes and elaborating on each cluster - appears to be the most common technique
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applied .
The majority of evaluation reports did not describe an approach to qualitative data analysis or refer to
research methodology literature on the topic. Comments from interviews with alumni or other stakeholders
were, in some instances, used to illustrate points made in evaluation reports without a prior description of a
systematic data analysis strategy used to analyse qualitative data. Inevitably this raises concerns about the
representativeness of comments included in the report (the ‘cherry picking’ criticism) and, without at least an
overview of the data analysis strategy used, it is difficult to allay these concerns. It is also evident that some
evaluation research has been better equipped to deal with quantitative data than qualitative data, despite
collecting both. Nuffic (2009), for instance, have commented that in their NFP tracer study large amounts of
free-text qualitative data collected as part of an alumni survey was subsequently used only for illustrative
purposes because analysis of the free-text corpus was considered too difficult. The most detailed and wellarticulated qualitative analysis strategies have been set out as part of evaluation research conducted by
external consultants to scholarship administrators (e.g. Gilboy et al., 2004: Webb, 2009: Ramboll, 2012) and
so might reflect additional time and expertise available to be invested into the evaluation.
Given the complexity and variation of possible approaches to qualitative data analysis (see, for instance,
Saldana, 2012) it is of concern that the trend in reporting evaluation findings does not include sufficient detail
to discern what strategies were employed. It would be helpful, at the very minimum, for evaluation work
reporting ‘interviews’ or ‘semi-structured interviews’ to note whether these conversations were recorded and
transcribed and, subsequently, whether (and how) they were coded and clustered to yield research results.
The strategies used in qualitative data analysis are often not easily identifiable by their results (e.g. themes)
and so leaving analysis methods unreported risks creating a gap in which readers of evaluation research
remain unsure of how evaluators reached their conclusions and the credibility of the work is diminished. If it
is undesirable to include such detail in the main body of an evaluation report then a methodology annex (e.g.
Amos et al., 2009: Ramboll, 2012) or sub-report (e.g. Gilboy et al., 2004), offering detail on the process of
transforming stakeholders’ spoken words into a written evaluation report, would seem an effective
alternative.
A prevalent use of qualitative data within the sector is for alumni profiles. Profiles tend to focus on a single
alumnus and detail their experiences within a scholarship programme and their successes and (occasionally)
difficulties post-scholarship. Such profiles tend to be used either as illustration within evaluation reports (e.g.
18
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DAAD, 2013: Clift, Dassin, and Zurbuchen, 2013), as annexes to reports (Mansukhani and Handa, 2013), as
separate evaluation publications (e.g. CSC, 2014), or as part of the routine design of scholarship websites
(‘our alumni’ sections and so forth). Detailed profiles of particular alumni provide both qualitative data for
analysis and ‘humanised’ narratives for dissemination, but there is a delicate balance to establish between
true case studies and journalistic-style alumni profiles that provide little content for rigorous evaluation.
One way to test the representativeness of case studies is to look for negative cases; instances where the
alumni have failed to achieve either their objectives and/or the policy objectives of the programme have not
been met, usually accompanied by an analysis of why this has happened. Negative case analysis in
published reports across the sector is very limited. Almost all alumni profiles tend to show scholarship
schemes in resolutely positive terms, as having transformed an individual’s life and how, having overcome
some barriers, that alumnus is now successful in their profession (e.g. Mansukhani and Handa, 2013). The
depiction of any alumni as having not achieved their aims within a programme is rare and limited to specific
issues - such as problems in monitoring and scholarship experience for a few IFP fellows in continental
Europe (Gondwe and Schröder, 2013) – rather than as part of the programme’s long-term impact analysis.
This is not to say that case studies of a scholarship scheme’s successes are unwarranted: they are important
both in drawing attention to the (often extensive) value achieved by schemes and providing evaluation data
on the ways in which schemes can have positive long-term impact on individuals and on policy objectives. It
is not clear from individual alumni profiles, however, whether they represent typical or exceptional outcomes.
Conducting broader thematic analysis of qualitative data in tandem with drawing out specific ‘high impact’
cases is a useful systematic qualitative strategy (e.g. Mansukhani and Handa, 2013), especially when it is
unlikely, given the funding and political pressures on donors and evaluators, that negative case studies will
be developed and publicised widely.
An earlier review of evaluation in higher education development interventions (Creed, Perraton, and Waage,
2012) found that it was quantitative, not qualitative, evidence within the sector that was lacking
sophistication. Whilst there may be shortcomings to the use of quantitative techniques, it has been evident
from this study that qualitative data analysis strategies are frequently lacking detail in reports. The use of
qualitative evidence is widespread, but the analysis and treatment of this data – given the range of
qualitative analytic strategies available – appears less well developed than for quantitative data.

Baseline data and comparative analysis issues
One persistent concern for data analysis has been the lack of baseline data to underpin comparisons.
Although not all evaluations are concerned with comparative measures (either between groups or ‘before
and after’), those that do attempt comparative analysis frequently note the difficulty caused by lack of
information about recipients prior to their scholarship experience against which to compare post-scholarship
impact measures (e.g. Penny and Teferra, 2010; Chesterfield and Dant, 2013).
All scholarship programmes collect basic data on recipients as part of their application process and so
typically demographic information, and potentially previous employment and academic histories, for
recipients is available to evaluation studies. However, these data are often insufficiently detailed to provide
insight into recipients’ development and leadership activities or employment competencies prior to the
scholarship. As such, monitoring data has not provided the basis for analyses of change in competence or
involvement between pre- and post-scholarship activities. This leaves evaluations in the position to either
(precariously) assume that post-scholarship competencies and development activities are directly
attributable to the scholarship and not, for instance, a continuation of pre-scholarship trajectory, or to make a
much more limited analytical case that there has been a contribution of some kind to those activities but
without baseline data it is difficult to assess the extent of that contribution.
The concern of missing baseline data has not been widely addressed. Limited attempts to resolve the
problem have involved retrospective analyses and the tailoring of survey questions to collect data on
experiences or activities pre- and post-scholarship.
Ramboll (2012), for instance, attempted to reconstruct
baseline data by reviewing planning documents and
'Little could be read that allowed
asking
survey respondents to comment on the situation
outcome and impact of projects to be
before
and after the programmes were implemented.
gauged against measurable aims
Obtaining
baseline data post-hoc is difficult and, whilst
defined and appreciated in the context
Ramboll have argued that their baseline reconstruction
of known conditions at the start...It is
was successful, it is important to consider that self-report
often 'forgotten' to document the
data on situations prior to, during, and after a project or
beginnings and establish a baseline of
scholarship are unlikely to be as reliable as comparative
data for future reference'
measurements taken contemporaneously (Garcia,
2011). In light of this difficulty, it is perhaps surprising
(Visser and Trinh, 2011: 16)
that few evaluations have presented rigorous qualitative
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analysis of change in recipient’s lives as a way to demonstrate the contribution of scholarships.
The most straightforward approach to collecting rich and reasonably reliable data in this domain is through
research either at pre-scholarship or early tenure stages. Collecting pre-intervention baseline data is
common in interventions within other fields, such as health (e.g. Antle et al., 2011), and facilitates
comparison with impact measures used in later evaluations. One notable example of baseline data collection
in scholarship evaluations has been in the use of propensity score matching in the Gates Millennium
Scholars longitudinal evaluation to match recipients and a comparison group (non-scholar) along salient
baseline characteristics (Amos et al., 2009). Of those evaluations reviewed as part of this study Amos et al.’s
approach represents the most complete attempt to develop a baseline and post-test comparative framework
for evaluating scholarship impact, using both initial data collection at pre-scholarship (or early in scholars’
tenure) and a comparison group.
There are, however, other considerations that impact the effectiveness of baseline data collection. It is, for
instance, a prerequisite of establishing baseline data that the aims of scholarships are clear and indicators of
success (to be measured pre- and post-scholarship) sufficiently well-defined to allow data collection
instruments to be developed. The conceptual underpinning and operationalised variables of scholarship
programmes are not always established in sufficient detail to allow straightforward development of data
collection instruments. In the case of the Netherlands Fellowship Programme (van der Aa, Willemson, and
Warmerdam, 2012) for example, evaluation work included a phase of reconstructing a detailed ‘intervention
logic’ that could subsequently be evaluated. Often aims and indicators of success change over time,
meaning that scholarship programmes (particularly long-running programmes) may find that initial aims were
detailed and operationalised in ways that do not necessarily cohere with current policy objectives. Similarly,
evaluations often evolve over the period of scholarship programmes and so concurrent evaluation (e.g.
Amos et al., 2009: Burciul and Sloan, 2013: Enders and Kottmann, 2013) collecting time series data may be
better placed to cope with changes in policy and evaluation foci than entirely retrospective research.
Similarly, any form of pre-scholarship or early tenure
baseline data collection requires a stable donor policy
'Those who are to collect baseline data
and administrative environment in order to be most
must have an overall idea about how
effective. The variables assessed in pre-scholarship
the project will be evaluated later on.
measures must remain consistently of interest to
evaluators and policymakers from inception of a
Otherwise, the baseline data collected
scholarship to an evaluation follow-up several years
may be insufficient or no longer relevant
later. Some higher education scholarships, particularly
at the time of evaluation.
PhDs with pre-programme training in language or other
(Garcia, 2011: 43)
skills (e.g. Clift, Dassin, and Zurbuchen, 2013: DAAD,
2013), are planned to take 4-5 years from selection to
completion. Additionally, time must elapse postscholarship before impact can be measured and, depending on whether the evaluation focuses on
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contributions to an individual alumnus’ career trajectory or diffusion of wider societal impact , this may yield
a total period of 10-15 years between pre- and (final) post-scholarship data collection. If baseline measures
collected in year 1 of a PhD scholarship are subsequently meaningless after 10 years have elapsed then the
utility of those baseline measures is greatly reduced. Although the concern with long follow-up periods may
be less acute with shorter scholarships (e.g. Master’s programmes), the policy objectives of scholarships and
foci of evaluations must maintain reasonable coherence across the research period in order for baseline
measures to be effective analytic tools.
Finally, a related concern is the lack of reliable baseline and contemporary data on current labour markets,
skills demand/shortage, and human resource planning, to provide a context within which the outcomes of
scholarships can be interpreted (e.g. AusAID, 2011; van der Aa, Willemson, and Warmerdam, 2012).
Benchmarking against national trends in employment has been used as a strategy for contextualising
employment performance for scholarship recipients (Chesterfield and Dant, 2014), but this depends on
reliable, contemporaneous data being available and so may be more applicable to certain countries or
sectors. Developments in ‘big data’ for development and social research may offer some future solutions in
this domain (Bollier, 2010: Boyd and Crawford, 2012: Letouzé, 2012), but are not implemented at present.
More generally, evaluators cannot reasonably be expected to conduct primary research in order to construct
employment or country-level contextual data in addition to examining the outcomes of scholarships. Where
data is unavailable it may be advisable to use detailed qualitative methods to explore the context of skills
shortage or human resource planning within specific companies into which alumni enter, rather than focus on
sectors or national situations.
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6. Thematic issues
The counterfactual
A topic that garners significant discussion within the sector, and evaluation research more generally, is the
counterfactual: essentially, what would happen in the absence of the scholarship scheme?
When broken down, there are three main variants of this question:
1. Do scholarship recipients perform better than non-recipients on outcomes pertinent to policy objectives?
2. Does the scholarship scheme as a whole perform better or worse than other, similar schemes?
3. Does the scholarship scheme produce better results than spending available resources into another
intervention aimed at the same outcomes?
Of these questions, the most commonly addressed is the first, through comparison between scholarship
recipient and non-recipient cohorts. This is not to say that it has been addressed widely: a point examined
below.

Under-analysed counterfactuals
The latter two counterfactual questions – between-programmes and between-intervention types – are very
rarely discussed in evaluation reports. It is relatively common for reports to include a short section or annex
setting out scholarship objectives, eligible recipients, administration processes, and even financial
arrangements for both the scholarship being evaluated and a selection of other schemes identified as
comparable. However, these exercises tend to function as a way of situating the evaluated scholarship within
the universe of scholarship schemes; they do not compare outcomes between schemes on the basis of
research data. This is partly because meta-analysis of results across scholarship schemes is difficult:
evaluation data is frequently not available for secondary analysis and even data collected within the ambit of
the same scholarship programme is often incomparable (see Nugroho and Lietz, 2011). Although there has
been some indication that the quality of evaluation research has been continually improving (see, for
instance, Hageboeck, Frumkin, and Monschein, 2013), there is little evidence that the current state of
evaluation research would allow scholarship providers to assess whether their scholarship scheme is
performing better or worse than equivalents offered by others.
The between-intervention types counterfactual has been discussed to an even lesser extent in the sector,
although it is perhaps questionable whether such an abstract policy topic (‘which intervention shall we
fund?’) would necessarily be addressed in the evaluation of a specific scholarship scheme. In the context of
programmes within which scholarships were part of a broader development approach (e.g. Penny and
Tefera, 2010: Visser and Trinh, 2011) - or where researchers could consult stakeholders with experience of
20
both scholarships and other intervention strategies aimed at similar policy objectives - it is more
straightforward to examine whether scholarships are contributing to policy objectives to the same extent as
other strategies to which funding could be diverted. However, the lack of published, detailed value for money
analysis for these programmes (see ‘Value for money’ on page 25) makes it difficult to assess whether any
attempt to evaluate the between-intervention counterfactual would be fruitful. At the level of standalone
scholarship schemes, those authors that have discussed the between-intervention counterfactual have been
critical of whether such comparisons are practical or desirable. Dassin, Volkman, and Zurbuchen (2009), for
example, argued that whilst the Ford Foundation’s IFP was successful at achieving its policy objectives it is
impossible to answer whether the programme was better value or more effective than contrasting funding
options available to the donor because no comparison projects or agreed measures on which to judge
diverse outcomes are available.

Conditional counterfactuals
Whilst between-programmes and between-intervention type counterfactuals have been addressed to a very
limited degree within evaluation reports, the issue of whether recipients perform better on policy outcomes
having participated in the scholarship scheme (the ‘conditional’ counterfactual) has been addressed in two
ways.
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The first approach to the counterfactual has been through comparative designs, using a comparison (or
‘control’) group. Comparison groups are not widespread in the sector, but several evaluations have
attempted to address the counterfactual in this way.
USAID’s evaluation of LAC scholarships (Chesterfield and Dant, 2013) collected data from a comparison
group of 214 non-recipient shortlisted applicants for scholarships, alongside 238 recipients, examining the
same demographic, employment, and community participation variables for each group. Comparative
statistical testing of outcomes for the recipient and non-recipient groups allowed the evaluators to make an
assessment of the counterfactual scenario of not having participated in the scholarship scheme and
remained within the LAC countries from where recipients were drawn. In order to form their comparison
group, Chesterfield and Dant’s (2013) research team invested significant resource into tracing non-selected
scholarship applicants and contacting them to participate.
Evaluation of the Gates Millennium Scholars Program (GMS) by Amos et al. (2009) also employed a
comparison group. Unlike USAID’s evaluation of LAC scholarships, the comparison group for GMS was
defined at the inception of the scheme and longitudinal data was collected on both cohorts of recipients and
non-recipients across the duration of the programme. Two cohorts of scholars were examined, 483
recipients awarded GMS awards in 2002, and 664 recipients from 2003. Propensity score matching
(Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) was used to select an appropriately matched, same-sized group of nonrecipients, drawn from the longitudinal comparison cohorts, to be a comparison group for the evaluation.
Logistic and linear regression were used to examine outcomes for the two groups and thus to draw
conclusions about whether recipients had derived relevant benefits from participation in the scholarship
programme.
The CSC also has a small counterfactual pilot study underway with a comparison group of non-recipient
21
applicants . Although evaluation reports are not yet available, the Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning
framework for the MasterCard Foundation Scholars Program also includes data collection from comparison
groups, both as part of RCTs and quasi-experimental methodology.
The second approach to addressing the counterfactual has been through growth, or ‘before-and-after’,
analyses. These forms of comparative analysis have examined the difference between conditions prior to the
scholarship and those after the scholarship, with whatever happens between those time points being the
growth contributed to by the programme (which would thus be absent in the counterfactual scenario).
ECOTEC’s (2009) evaluation of Erasmus Mundus, for instance, adopted a before-and-after comparative
design following the authors’ concern that finding a suitable comparison group for the participants in
Erasmus Mundus scholarships would be infeasible. Ramboll’s (2012) post-only non-equivalent comparison
design also focused on a before-and-after comparison, reconstructing baseline data using retrospective selfreport measures to give an assessment of the prior conditions which could be compared to subsequent
conditions. Research using comparison groups often also uses a before-and-after (time series) analysis
structure (e.g. Chesterfield and Dant, 2013).
More generally, evaluators frequently use the before-and-after comparison as part of their qualitative data
collection and reporting of alumni profiles. Mansukhani and Handa (2013), for instance, presented a
collection of alumni profiles that explored the change in professional and personal trajectories for individual
beneficiaries of the Ford Foundation’s IFP. Counterfactual questions can also be included in surveys in an
attempt to retrospectively assess conditional counterfactuals: both the CSC’s alumni surveys and Negin’s
(2014) analysis of AusAID scholarships in Africa have used this strategy. Analysis of individual trajectories,
rather than quasi-experimental assessment of change in specific variables, may also have greater affinity
with contribution-focused (rather than attribution-focused) methodological strategies, such as those
evaluations employing elements of Contribution analysis (Rotem, Zinovieff, and Goubarev, 2010: Ramboll,
2012). As has been noted above, however, reconstructing baseline data retrospectively can be troublesome
and the reliability of recipients’ perceptions of what would have happened had they not received a
scholarship may be low.

Concerns with the counterfactual
Although the use of comparative designs and assessment of the counterfactual has been widely promoted
(White and Barbu, 2005: Garcia, 2011: Vardakoulias, 2012), in this sector at least there have been
numerous accounts of why designing effective methodologies for the counterfactual has been challenging.
One concern raised repeatedly is the difficulty in forming an appropriate group for comparison. This problem
has been raised both in the context of finding comparator organisations not involved in funded projects (e.g.
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Ramboll, 2012) and comparator individuals for scholarship recipients (ECOTEC, 2009: Säring, Spartakova,
and Wegera, 2012). Without adequate matching between the comparison group and scholarship cohort the
counterfactual analysis is likely to be subject to selection bias and lack validity (Garcia, 2011). The
challenge, therefore, is to identify cohorts that are sufficiently alike to be valuable comparators but are
neither participating nor affected by the participation of others.
Random assignment of participants to the intervention and comparison conditions, the standard usually
employed in clinical and psychological research, is not usually possible with scholarship schemes, where
non-random selection of candidates (e.g. based on academic ability) is highly desirable. As such, a matched
cohort needs to be identified after non-random selection has taken place. Of those evaluations which have
used (or are using) comparison group designs, the preferred cohort for comparison has been non-selected
finalists: i.e. those who applied and made it to the final stages of the scholarship selection process, but were
eventually unsuccessful.
The ease of access to a non-selected finalist group has varied between evaluations. Amos et al. (2009) have
benefited from the longitudinal data collection conducted alongside the Gates Millennium Scholars Program
and thus contemporary comparison group data on non-selected finalists was readily available. Amos et al.
further mitigated against bias by using propensity score matching to ensure a well-fitting match between
recipient and non-recipient groups evaluated. Although the international context of the scheme makes data
collection procedures somewhat more diverse, the MasterCard Foundation Scholars Program has planned a
similar process of collecting data on non-selected finalists to subsequently be used as a comparison group in
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evaluations . For Chesterfield and Dant (2013), access to the non-selected finalist cohort was somewhat
more complex because, although records were available on who was a non-selected finalist, data had not
been collected previously and thus non-selected finalists had to be traced and petitioned to participate in the
evaluation. This likely reflects more closely the situation across other scholarship schemes, where accurate,
contemporary data on non-selected finalists is unlikely to be available, particularly given the difficulties
experienced tracing even scholarship recipients in some evaluations (e.g. Bryant and Wrighton, 2008).
Beyond issues with accessing a suitable comparison group, there have been other concerns with
counterfactual research. It has been noted, for instance, that whilst counterfactual research may be
desirable, it can be a significant resource drain that ultimately may not prove sufficiently informative to
23
warrant the investment of time and money . Some weight is added to this concern by a brief examination of
the time-intensive process required by the research team evaluating USAID’s LAC scholarships to trace and
interview non-selected finalists (see Chesterfield and Dant, 2013). Additionally, if there is no probability of
funding for the scheme being renewed, or the scheme being scaled up, then it may make more sense to
24
simply track the trajectories of alumni than to attempt to prove they are better off than non-recipients . This
critique of counterfactual research may not hold for all instances. Comparison between intervention and
counterfactual scenarios remains a viable approach to analysing impact even when a programme has
concluded. What may differ, however, is the necessity to supply counterfactual data to a donor or oversight
body that places significant emphasis on such evidence.
At a more conceptual level of research design, it is important to note that most comparison approaches hold
that time-varying factors unrelated to the scholarship are a constant across recipients and non-recipients.
That is, whilst comparative approaches take account of factors identified within the scholarship scheme as
differing between recipients and non-recipients – immersion in another country, making international links,
the academic award studied, the funding itself – they do not account for other time-varying factors that may
affect one group only. For instance, domestic conditions in a scholarship recipient’s home country may
change quite considerably over the period of a PhD undertaken in another country (e.g. through political
instability or changing government investment priorities). Similarly, recipients may find themselves immersed
in political or social phenomena unrelated to the policy objectives of a scholarship scheme, and which have
no influence in their home countries, simply by virtue of studying abroad. As such, comparison groups tend
to diverge from the point of selection, and by the time of comparison may differ substantially on variables that
are not considered outcomes of the scholarship programme (and may not necessarily all be positive
outcomes). In some cases this is circumvented by recipient and non-recipient groups remaining in the same
general social setting (e.g. Amos et al., 2009), but for other comparative designs (e.g. Chesterfield and Dant,
2013) the complexities of individual and social trajectories may need to be carefully assessed as part of the
counterfactual.
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Value for money
Value for money (VFM) has been a significant topic of interest for development interventions (Fleming,
2011), with extensive debate about the conceptual, practical, and political consequences of increasing focus
on economic efficiency (e.g. King and Palmer, 2012). This study does not engage directly with the themes
developed in VFM debates, but rather examines the state of VFM discussion within evaluation reports.
Almost all scheme-wide evaluation reports, and some specific country reports, include an analysis of the
financial conduct of the programme. These analyses, however, are almost never VFM evaluations, if VFM is
defined as an assessment of the relative costs and benefits incurred during a programme and, consequently,
a judgement as to the value accrued. The emphasis of financial analyses within evaluation has primarily
been on administration and efficiency in the deployment of resources (e.g. Gilboy et al., 2004: CIDA, 2005:
van der Aa, Willemson, and Warmerdam, 2012: Carpenter and de Vivanco, 2013: Chesterfield and Dant,
2013). In some cases evaluators have derived unit costs for the ‘production’ of, for instance, a PhD student
or Master’s student through the scholarship programme (e.g. Norad, 2009), but have also tended to caution
readers that such unit costs are often difficult to establish and can be misleading given the differing long-term
impacts of programmes.
Although it is not VFM analysis per se, the scrutiny of financial administration can be interesting beyond the
audiences who are responsible for the financial auditing of scholarship programmes. Amos et al. (2009), for
instance, discussed the phenomenon of the ‘GMS tax’, referring to the way in which scholarship funding
issued to recipients actually diminished access to other funding distributed on a need-basis, even causing
some financial hardship. Similarly, access to funds or equipment which may be either transferable or pooled
between development interventions - rather than locked into a single programme - has been noted as a
concern for institutional capacity building projects (Penny and Tefera, 2010). The GMS tax and desire for
fluid resources across multiple interventions or contexts demonstrate how financial administration issues can
be of relevance to project outcomes beyond typical concerns around inefficiency, waste, and lack of
resource.
To return to VFM analysis in terms of input cost versus output value, Fleming (2011: 5) lists six main
approaches to evaluating value for money:
1. Cost Effectiveness Analysis
2. Cost Utility Analysis
3. Cost Benefit Analysis
4. Social Return on Investment
5. Rank Correlation of Cost versus Impact
6. Basic Efficiency Resource Analysis
None of these approaches have been reported widely in evaluation reports. The reasons for this omission
appear to vary between evaluations. Some evaluation programmes, such as the IFP 10-year study
(Tvaruzkova and Clift, 2013), have considered and rejected VFM analysis as not aiding the evaluation of the
25
programme; particularly given there is no prospect of the scholarship scheme being re-funded or scaled up .
Others, such as the MasterCard Foundation Scholars program, have placed VFM analysis on hold until the
26
programme has run for a sufficient time period to reasonably assess outcomes . Still other evaluators have
either concluded that VFM is too difficult to assess given data and resources available (e.g. Penny and
27
Tefera, 2012) or are sceptical about the ways in which VFM analysis will (or can) inform policy decisions .
Certainly one concern with VFM analysis has been the difficulty in quantifying, and particularly monetising,
28
scholarship outcomes . A useful example can be drawn from Lange’s (2005) argument that facilitating
students to study in partner programmes in the South allows far more students to benefit for the same
financial investment than bringing students to donor countries for long periods of study. Whether this is or is
not accurate of all (or any) programmes is beyond the scope of this study, but the argument highlights how
some of the intangible aspects of value that have historically underpinned scholarship programmes – such
as being immersed in the research culture of developed nations, or the ‘soft power’ of international relations
25
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– can be difficult to establish in financial terms and thus their contribution to input-output based VFM analysis
can be troublesome to calculate.
This is not to say that there has been no VFM analysis in the sector. It is entirely possible that VFM analysis
may take place and remain unpublished. Whereas accounting for the use of government funds is usually a
public activity in donor countries with a commitment to financial transparency, this process does not
necessarily include sophisticated VFM analyses that examines inputs in the context of impacts. However,
this may change with increased emphasis on VFM at donor agencies (e.g. DFID: Girdwood, 2012).
There has been at least one attempt at a detailed quantification of value and production of a VFM analysis:
Ramboll’s (2012) evaluation of NPT and NICHE. Ramboll’s approach assessed three facets of VFM: cost
efficiency in deployment of project resources, cost effectiveness in terms of overall capacity developed given
the input costs, and the quality of specific outputs given resource inputs. The methods deployed to achieve
these analyses were intricate and are well detailed in an annex of Ramboll’s (2012) report, but in sum were a
‘SMART matrix’ for creating a cost-quality ratio, Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed (RACI)
analysis, and intra-programme benchmarking for input-output cost-efficiency (Ramboll, 2012). As noted in
chapter 4, ‘Variables and ‘indicators’, Ramboll’s VFM analysis allowed them to offer an input cost to yield an
increase in their compound Capacity Development Index (CDI) variable, statistically analysable between
countries in which the programmes examined operated. Whilst the measures involved – and particularly the
use of retrospective self-report data in compiling CDI – might be open to criticism, the evaluation of NPT and
NICHE is certainly the most comprehensive published attempt at assessing VFM of the evaluations studied.
The lack of a comprehensive portfolio of VFM analyses akin to Ramboll’s (2012) work on NPT and NICHE
limits understanding of VFM within the sector. Whilst there are difficulties in producing rigorous cost-benefit
analyses, there is also only a limited amount of useful information that can be extracted from data on
financial administration. As Palenberg (2011) and Friedriksen (2012) have observed, measures of
standalone efficiency are not very useful beyond the confines of a programme’s administration and
comparative efficiency is likely the subject of greater interest to evaluators and donors. Even Ramboll’s
(2012) VFM analysis cannot be fully appreciated without a corpus of other such analyses to provide
comparators.
Notwithstanding the potential utility of VFM measures, however, a significant concern (more political than
methodological) remains as to what benchmark VFM measures would be compared. Scepticism about the
value of VFM analyses is not uncommon in development circles (e.g. Ellerman, 2012) and evaluators and
administrators may hold legitimate concerns about both what VFM analysis would involve and how the
results would be used (Barber, 2012). The methodological difficulties in credible VFM analysis certainly
underpin these concerns to an extent, and so greater focus on VFM, if desirable, likely requires
simultaneously political and methodological action to implement approaches in ways that are meaningful to
donors, providers, and other stakeholders.

Harmonisation
Strategic coordination between the development activities of donor countries has been an issue of interest in
all international development activity, including international scholarships for higher education.
Moves toward ‘donor harmonisation’ (OECD, 2005) have, for instance, yielded a strategic working group of
(mostly European) scholarship providers aimed at bringing scholarship provision and evaluation into closer
accord and avoid ing overlaps. The meetings of the Donor Harmonisation Group involve many of the
providers who have commissioned the evaluation reports analysed in this study. Discussion of a different
angle on harmonisation has also taken place within the ambit of ‘soft power’ and public diplomacy, with a
committee of the UK House of Lords, for instance, recently asserting the need for UK scholarship
programmes to ‘offer a coherent package of engagement with the UK and its Embassies during the period of
the scholarship and afterwards’ (2014; 209). In a general sense, effective coordination of efforts either withincountry or between-donors is a matter of interest in all scholarship policy.
Within evaluation reports, harmonisation has been raised, but not extensively discussed. Barber and Hel
(2012), in their analysis of the impact of AusAID scholarships in Cambodia through the lens of the OECD
DAC’s criteria, commented on the state of donor harmonisation within the country. Their conclusions
regarding harmonisation were not optimistic:
'There appears to be very little sharing of experiences or donor meetings on postgraduate
scholarship programs; and little prospect of harmonisation occurring' (Barber and Hel, 2012: 19)
This resonates with the analysis of Austrian Development Agency officials’ experiences with donor
coordination:
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‘ADA [Austrian Development Agency] Coordinators have no official role in harmonisation activities…
they do not attend education donor coordination meetings and have no contact with other donors in
HE. Occasionally (according to one coordinator), they are able to provide information about other
relevant development partner funding or programmes if they happen to know about them.’
(Carpenter and de Vivanco, 2013: 46)
Whilst harmonisation is not widely examined in the evaluation literature, the discussion that does occur has
tended to portray donor coordination as nascent and unsystematic. Penny and Tefera capture the broader
theme on the evaluation of harmonisation when they remark that it '...occurs more by chance than design'
(2010: 6).
Scholarship coordination within the Pacific region, and particularly the Pacific Island states, appears to have
progressed more extensively than has been reported elsewhere. Gosling (2008) has noted that in Vanuatu
and the Cook Islands, amongst other locations, there has been significant cooperation between the New
Zealand Aid Programme and AusAID to deliver scholarships more effectively. More recently a joint
monitoring and evaluation plan has been released for AusAID and the New Zealand Aid Programme to
coordinate evaluation of their scholarships in Papua New Guinea (DFAT, 2011). Similarly, in Fiji there have
been moves toward coordination between the New Zealand Aid Programme and AusAID, with recent
evaluation research calling for comparative analysis of monitoring and evaluation data between scholarship
providers (AusAID, 2011). In the case of Fiji particularly there is significant cause for greater crossscholarship analysis of impacts and harmonisation of provision: AusAID have indicated that over 3000
scholarship places are open to Fijians each year, provided by some 57 scholarship schemes and funded
through at least 8 donors. There may be similar cases in other locations, particularly Africa: where numerous
donors have focused attention (e.g. Gilboy et al., 2004: Negin, 2014).
The concern with harmonisation within specific countries reflects one of the tensions for scholarship
schemes (and their evaluation) generally. Whilst focusing at scheme-level may make sense from a donor
perspective, particularly for those schemes that act across many countries, the individual requirements of
countries differ and the best strategic fit with development (or even public diplomacy) objectives may require
scholarships to act in different ways in different spaces. Penny and Tefera (2010), for instance, have
observed that Southern partners in VLIR-UOS projects have tended to see harmonisation more as national
or local coordination to ensure the availability of resources, from whatever donor source, in their particular
areas of work.
It is perhaps plausible that scholarships are better placed than institutional cooperation initiatives with regard
to availability, if not necessarily avoiding interference and promoting synergy. Since most scholarship
competitions are open to a broad range of eligible candidates, and given the overlapping scholarship
opportunities in countries such as Fiji, it seems likely that resources (in the form of scholarships) will be
available in the areas relevant to Southern partners. There are, however, additional evaluation issues raised
that would require multi-donor research to address, such as the possibility of oversupply, synergistic impacts
of different scholarships, and the impacts of multiple concurrent scholarship programmes on the national
labour force during recipients’ study abroad period.
Evaluators considering harmonisation have promoted much closer discussion between donors
simultaneously acting at country-level to both avoid interference and promote synergy (Visser and Trinh,
2011). High internal coherence between developmental activities is both desirable and often considered
achieved (e.g. Penny and Tefera, 2010), but multi-donor coordination is clearly regarded as far less
developed. Evaluation reports suggest this is an area that both requires development and is currently
undergoing positive change, particularly in the Pacific. Despite this, the lack of emphasis on country- or
sector-level synergy effects from schemes - including both negative interference and positive compound
impact - is a major concern with current approaches to impact evaluation. In its most simple terms, and using
the Fiji example, it is not clear how useful it will be to evaluate the impact of only one or two of the 57
scholarship schemes currently exerting developmental influence on the islands.
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7. Conclusions
The purpose of this scoping study has been twofold:
1. To identify trends in research practices and strategies used in the evaluation of international
scholarships for higher education
2. To identify omissions, uncertainties, and ambiguities in current methodological approaches
The methodology, methods, foci, and data analysis strategies reported in evaluation documents pertaining to
numerous scholarship schemes worldwide have been scrutinised. This has been supplemented by a series
of personal dialogues with evaluators and scheme administrators to garner additional detail, catalyse
analysis, and achieve clarity.
It has not been the aim of the study to comment on either the utility of evaluation to policymaking (beyond
commenting on the sophistication of the evaluation itself) or the most appropriate ways to evaluate schemes.
The review has been concerned with the ‘state of the actual’ and the analysis of current evaluation practice.
The conclusions following are centred on themes emerging from the analysis of evaluation methodology and
the critical reflections provoked by practices, ambiguities, and omissions.
1. The majority of evaluation is ex-post: it traces alumni sometime after their scholarships.
Using tracer studies, the sector invests heavily in evaluation following alumni after the conclusion of their
scholarship programme. It is unsurprising and not inherently negative that ex-post evaluation has dominated
the sector to date. Many scholarship schemes have been on-going for decades and rigorous evaluation may
be relatively new to the administrative agencies or have been commissioned externally either part-way
through or at the conclusion of a scholarship programme. In this sense, the sector has been catching up.
Increasingly evaluation planning is at the heart of delivery and the decision to conduct ex-post tracer studies
is out of design, rather than necessity. Yet there is some distance left to travel in this regard, particularly as
external consultancy - widely used in the sector - engaged late in a scholarship programme can only ever be
both ex-post and limited by the constraints of the monitoring data collected at baseline and during
scholarship tenure.
As a corollary of ex-post evaluation dominating the field, designed comparisons such as longitudinal studies
have been little used. Nonetheless, where comparative designs have been used – and particularly where
counterfactual analysis has been included – some of the most detailed evaluation results have been
produced. The lack of longitudinal data on participants is thus clearly a concern for the sector. Ex-post
analysis is rarely conducted as an ex-post panel study (i.e. the same participants being surveyed over
multiple time intervals) and thus neither pre- to post-scholarship data, nor post-scholarship panel data is
readily available. Problems caused by missing baseline data would also seem to be primarily as a
consequence of the retrospective approach to evaluation.
It would be misleading, however, to suggest that methodological difficulties with counterfactual analysis and
baseline data would be eliminated solely by shifting to longitudinal designs and planned comparisons
(although it would likely help). Counterfactuals may be easier to design and conduct with a longitudinal
comparison group, for instance, but the resource cost of conducting such an analysis may be prohibitive:
particularly on evaluation issues where rich qualitative data is required to facilitate a detailed analysis (reintegration, for instance). Additionally, data management systems would need to be sufficiently sophisticated
to support the kinds of analysis demanded: in some cases baseline data on thousands of recipients and nonrecipients would need to be stored for 10 or more years to inform evaluation.
2. Methodology – separate from methods – is not discussed very much within the sector.
Whilst methods of data collection are reported to some extent by all evaluation reports, methodology – the
conceptual framework within which these methods sit – is not as broadly discussed.
The Kirkpatrick evaluation model has seen widest use within the sector, both historically and within on-going
evaluation projects. Other methodological frameworks, such as Contribution Analysis, RCTs, longitudinal
comparison designs, and post only non-equivalent comparison design, have been used in specific instances,
but this does not appear to have been in more than one or two evaluation studies for each approach. As
such, Kirkpatrick’s framework is the dominant methodological logic for designing evaluation, although this
inaccurately suggests a broader influence than is actually evident in the sector.
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Lack of methodological discussion may indicate either a lack of engagement with methodology or a strategic
decision to omit methodological detail from evaluation reports. Whilst the latter issue is somewhat
concerning, the former is more so, particularly as conflation of methods and methodology in reports may
reflect confusion in the evaluation process itself. Theories of change or detailed policy aims and indicators,
for instance, have repeatedly been reconstructed ex-post by evaluations, which suggests an initial lack of
cohesion between the elements of policy, administration, success indicators, methodology, and methods.
Externally commissioned, consultant-led evaluations have often been effective at developing detailed
methodologically strategies, but, due to their frequent late involvement in scholarship evaluation, are limited
to research designs that can accommodate the data available.
3. Surveys are the dominant tools for data collection. Interviewing in-person is also common.
Given the global audience of scholarship recipients, it is reasonable that survey methods have been widely
implemented within the field. Surveys have the potential to reach participants quickly and relatively easily
across a geographically diverse recipient group; they have commanded significant response rates for many
evaluators in the sector. Delivery of surveys can also be tailored to use media accessible to the participants,
such as online platforms, paper surveys, or surveys on mobile telephones (although there is no evidence of
the latter having yet been used in scholarship evaluation).
Simultaneously there is a commitment to qualitative field work, with interviews being only marginally less
common than surveys and most frequently involving face-to-face dialogue with scholarship stakeholders.
Technology offers alternatives (telephones and internet telephony, for instance) and these are used within
the sector, but visiting countries and speaking in person to alumni, employers, or government stakeholders
appears to remain the preferred option.
The range of methods used by evaluators has been relatively small, consisting almost entirely of surveys,
interviews, focus groups, and (to a very limited degree) participant observation. Although it should be noted
that this list covers the dominant methods in many fields, it is interesting to observe that more participatory
methods – such as journaling or techniques from visual anthropology - have not found popularity in the
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sector. Similarly, no evaluations deploying new, ‘innovative’ techniques in monitoring and evaluation have
yet been reported.
The narrow range of methods deployed may reflect a perceived lack of credibility for other methods
(particularly participatory qualitative methods) within policy audiences. It is also indicative, however, of the
way methods primarily appear designed to investigate specific research questions set by donors and
providers. This may seem an obvious statement, but it is certainly not the only way to evaluate. Approaches
such as Outcome Harvesting (Wilson-Grau and Britt, 2012), for instance, collect data on outcomes and work
backwards, rather than overtly evaluating progress toward predefined impacts, helping to counter the
notorious difficulty that survey designers encounter in exploring unintended outcomes. In doing so they take
a recipient-centred approach that has been more common within wholly qualitative research in the
scholarships sector than in, for instance, tracer studies.
It is also apparent that many of the innovative techniques currently capturing the imagination of evaluators
and their sponsors focus on the immediacy of data gathering and the potential for technology to provide
broader reach and depth at greater speeds: ‘big data’ focused methods (e.g. Letouzé, 2011) illustrate this
effectively. Scholarships, conversely, are often considered in timespans of years and decades, with the time
from funding to ‘impact’ unpredictable, but anticipated to be lengthy. In that context, it would seem that
investment in methods for longitudinal data collection is likely to yield greater utility than more immediate
data collection. A topic for consideration within the ambit of harmonisation, perhaps, is whether innovative
research methods have anything to offer in examining the aggregate effect of scholarships on communities,
countries, or regions.
4. Almost all evaluation is concerned with similar issues, such as completion rates, gains in
knowledge and skills, return to home country, and employment trajectory post-scholarship.
Because the majority of scholarship schemes flow from similar policy objectives, the majority of evaluations
address similar topics. At the level of specific variables, two prominent foci of evaluation have been the gains
in knowledge and skills from study and employment trajectories post-scholarship. These foci follow from the
objectives of most scholarship programmes being closely tied to human resource capacity and / or
socioeconomic development.
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The UNDP Knowledge, Innovation and Capacity Group (2013) present a useful overview of many such innovations
and, in particularly, the technologies that might aid monitoring and evaluation.
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Analysis of recipients’ tendency to return to their home countries – or at least leave the scholarship host
country – has also been widely addressed. At a policy level, return is generally seen as essential to
achieving scholarship aims (although there are some complexities in this). Analyses of return rates have
tended to be relatively simple - percentages of recipients self-reporting having either left the host country or
returned to the home country – but there is clearly concern within the sector over how return should be
defined and how the contributions to policy objectives of those who fall outside the definition should be
assessed.
Several evaluation reports have noted the difficulty in making judgements of impact based on historical data
which lacked baseline information, focused only at an activity monitoring level, or both. Whilst the detail of
impact analyses available has differed substantially across the sector, it is evident that any robust analysis
will require data management and alumni tracking systems that are tailored to facilitate both accurate longterm record keeping and access to impact-level data longitudinally.
At a macro level, the OECD DAC’s criteria for evaluating developmental assistance are used by a variety of
evaluations, but there remains no single overarching framework within the sector. Widespread application of
the DAC criteria could potentially facilitate a level of meta-analysis both within and between schemes that is
not currently available to evaluators, assuming that any differences in foci and scale could be
accommodated. Meta-analysis of scholarship outcomes, however tentative, would likely be a useful addition
to understanding in the sector: particularly given the overlap of scholarship objectives and geographical
areas of implementation.
5. The practices and standards of data analysis are not always clear in evaluation, leaving
ambiguities about how data is treated within the sector
Although both qualitative and quantitative data has demonstrably been widely analysed, lack of clarity in data
analysis procedures makes it difficult to assess the rigour of the research.
Most notably, the standard of qualitative analysis is unclear in all but a select few evaluation reports. The
process of analysing interview data - through textual content analysis, coding, thematic analysis, or
otherwise - is rarely detailed. More generally it seems that qualitative data is often treated at a descriptive
level, with little analytic interpretation going beyond ‘what’ is being said to look at ‘how’ and ‘why’ it is being
said. Because access to multiple types of data to form a complete picture on scholarship outcomes is often
very difficult (the ‘triangulation’ problem) there is a danger of taking stakeholders’ views at face-value and
failing to interrogate the way they are influenced and constructed. That tendency should certainly be
resisted, partly through documenting qualitative strategies more effectively (to demonstrate rigour) and partly
through seeking ways to collect data that addresses the same topics from multiple perspectives. The
qualitative data presented are often compelling, but it is never entirely clear without rigorous procedure
documented whether such data are offering the whole story.
The situation with quantitative analysis is stronger and a body of well-documented research has been
conducted on scholarship outcomes. This is, of course, not universal and some quantitative analyses are
notably more robust than others. Given that almost all scholarship evaluations deal with samples, not
populations, it would be advisable for the emphasis in quantitative analysis to be on inferential testing of
whether patterns of results in samples were reflective of patterns of results in the scholarship population.
When participant samples are very small it would be inadvisable to attempt inferential analysis. However,
many scholarship evaluations collect data from a sample of many hundreds (sometimes thousands) of
alumni, and so extending data analysis to go beyond describing patterns in the sample would appear to be a
logical route to maximising the utility of evaluation data already being collected.
6. Discussion of harmonisation, and perhaps harmonisation itself, is very limited and this in turn
limits useful analyses of synergy and interference
Donor harmonisation features only to a minor extent within evaluation reports. Harmonisation discussions
have been limited to only a few evaluation studies and even in these cases the commentary could best be
described as a reflection on harmonisation issues, rather than a detailed analysis of where harmonisation
does and does not occur.
It is troubling that the tone of reflections on harmonisation are primarily negative, although it has not been
within the purview of this study to explore harmonisation extensively. It is clear, however, that scholarship
harmonisation, and particularly evaluation harmonisation, is nascent at best. There is some indication of
coordination amongst scholarship programmes - particularly in the Pacific region – in designing
complementary evaluation systems, but collaboration between providers to analyse scholarship outcomes is
not evident more broadly.
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Coordination between scholarship providers could provide major avenues for advancement in evaluation
scope and detail. Exploring synergy and interference effects between schemes that act in the same
geographical regions and / or with the same target audiences could offer an insightful analysis of
developmental impact (however defined). It would also help to offset the current problem of multiple
concurrent, unrelated evaluations examining the impact of scholarships in countries or regions without
reference to the ways in which other scholarships (and development programmes more generally) feed into
the milieu.
For ‘soft power’ scholarships, of course, this form of coordination could be self-defeating, unless the aims
were for aggregate reputational gains (e.g. the image of European Higher education), in which case several
involved countries might choose act in concert to evaluate outcomes (although they are unlikely to garner
cooperation from other, ‘rival’ scholarships acting in the same space).
7. The corpus of evaluation data predominately relates to established OECD governmental
scholarships
Finally, there is a lack of published evaluation data on scholarship schemes funded by emerging donors and
non-OECD donors, such as China and India.
As a recent British Council and DAAD (2014) study has demonstrated, scholarship schemes are not only
being funded through the overseas development and foreign affairs budgets of high income nations, but are
increasingly a focus for a variety of middle-income countries. The absence of evaluation data on non-OECD
scholarship schemes is notable, with only a small number of sources identified (e.g. Dong and Chapman,
2008) as part of this scoping study. There are several possible explanations for this absence. Amongst the
most plausible are that concern with impact evaluation may not be as acute for the non-OECD donors, that
evaluation is published internally only, or that evaluation is published externally but in a language other than
English.
Whether the reason is a lack of published work or a limitation of the current study, it is a significant omission
in the broader analysis of scholarships as either a developmental intervention or tool for public diplomacy
that data is unavailable on several large schemes. The Chinese Government Scholarship Scheme, for
instance, dwarfs many of its European and North American counterparts in scale (see Dong and Chapman,
2008) and so evaluation data on this scheme alone may add significantly to the collective understanding of
scholarship impacts globally.
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